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area city
Freq. %
1 Kashkadarya 39 6.5
2 Sirdarya 30 5.0
3 Kokand 40 6.6
4 Namangan 40 6.6
5 Buhara 40 6.6
6 Fergana 43 7.1
7 Andijan 45 7.5
8 Samarkand 41 6.8
9 Tashkent Region 44 7.3
10 Republic of Karakalpakistan 43 7.1
11 Tashkent City 40 6.6
12 Navoly 40 6.6
13 Horezm 39 6.5
14 Jizzah 41 6.8
15 Surhandarya 37 6.1
N 602 100.0
3
Q１．When was your NHA first established?
establishment year (q0101r)
Freq. %
1842 1 .2
1870 1 .2
1899 1 .2
1918 2 .3
1920 2 .3
1921 1 .2
1922 1 .2
1926 2 .3
1927 1 .2
1929 1 .2
1930 3 .5
1932 1 .2
1933 3 .5
1934 1 .2
1938 1 .2
1939 1 .2
1946 1 .2
1950 3 .5
1958 3 .5
1960 1 .2
1961 2 .3
1963 2 .3
1964 1 .2
1966 2 .3
1967 1 .2
1968 4 .7
1970 4 .7
1972 5 .8
1973 2 .3
1974 1 .2
1975 2 .3
1978 1 .2
1979 4 .7
1980 5 .8
1981 6 1.0
1982 2 .3
1983 2 .3
1984 3 .5
1985 8 1.3
1986 3 .5
1987 4 .7
1988 6 1.0
1989 9 1.5
1990 17 2.8
1991 31 5.1
1992 58 9.6
1993 62 10.3
1994 41 6.8
1995 25 4.2
1996 21 3.5
1997 33 5.5
1998 16 2.7
1999 10 1.7
2000 5 .8
4
2001 4 .7
2002 4 .7
2003 6 1.0
2004 12 2.0
2005 2 .3
2007 4 .7
EN 461 76.6
N-EN 141 23.4
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 -1899 3 .5
2 1900-1909 0 .0
3 1910-1919 2 .3
4 1920-1929 8 1.3
5 1930-1939 10 1.7
6 1940-1949 1 .2
7 1950-1959 6 1.0
8 1960-1969 13 2.2
9 1970-1979 19 3.2
10 1980-1989 48 8.0
11 1990-1999 314 52.2
12 2000- 37 6.1
EN 461 76.6
N-EN 141 23.4
N 602 100.0
establishment month (q0102r)
Freq. %
0 No 476 79.1
1 Yes 123 20.4
EN 599 99.5
N-EN 3 .5
N 602 100.0
establishment year (ten-year intervals)(q0101r_10ca)
5
implementing structure No.1 (Q0301C)
Freq. %
Activities inaccordance with Charter 1 .2
Advice of Neighborhood Elderly 1 .2
Advice of Neighborhood Elderly, Vigilante, secretary 1 .2
Celebration of National Festivities 1 .2
Chairmen 1 .2
Chairmen's Adice 1 .2
Composed of 4 Neighborhood associations 1 .2
Cooperation with organizations 1 .2
Coordination of neighborhood activities 1 .2
Council of neighborhood 8 1.3
Creation of Neighborhood Passport 1 .2
Democratization, Cooperation, Humanity 3 .5
Disemination of information regarding new laws 6 1.0
Economic, Spiritual 5 .8
Elections 2 .3
Enhancing the prstige of our Community 1 .2
Establishing relations with cirizens 1 .2
General Meeting of the Council 1 .2
Greenification 3 .5
Greenification, Passport Obtaining, Strengthening Family 1 .2
In accordance with relevant Laws 1 .2
In accordance with Statute 1 .2
In acoordance with relevant Laws 1 .2
Independence 1 .2
Law 1 .2
Maintainace ofrule of law 1 .2
Maintainance of rule of law 1 .2
Maintainance of stability 1 .2
Management, Greenification, solving problems and etc. 1 .2
Manintainance of rule of law 1 .2
Neighborhood 2 .3
Nieghborhood 1 .2
Peacy and Security 1 .2
Political, Economic 4 .7
Political, Economic, Social 1 .2
Promoting Agriculture and Supporting Entrepreneurship 1 .2
Protection of laws 1 .2
Realizes whatever needed 1 .2
Self-Governance 7 1.2
Self-Governance Act 6 1.0
Socio-Economic Protection 4 .7
Supporting population 1 .2
Wellbeing of society 1 .2
Within the scope of Law 2 .3
EN 84 14.0
N-EN 518 86.0
N 602 100.0
Q３． What type of activity (ies) is(are) carried out within the framework of managing NHAs
         (including those carried out particularly within the framework of independent organizations)?
6
implementing structure No.2 (Q0302C)
Freq. %
Cooperation with Organizations 6 1.0
Cooperation with Police 1 .2
Coperation with Organizations 8 1.3
Coperation with Police 1 .2
Elderly of Neighborhooh 2 .3
In accordance with plan 1 .2
In accordance with Statute 3 .5
In acordance with public opinion 1 .2
Independence 3 .5
Indpendence 1 .2
Keeping order 1 .2
Meeting of activists 1 .2
Members of Commission, Chairman 1 .2
Neighborhood 2 .3
Socio-Economic Protection 2 .3
Stability 1 .2
Subordinated to Chairman 1 .2
Voting 1 .2
Wellbeing of Neighborhood 2 .3
Working with citizens 1 .2
EN 40 6.6
N-EN 562 93.4
N 602 100.0
Q４．How did you choose the Chairman (Chairwoman) of the NHA?
chairman election (q0400r)
Freq. %
1 chairman is nominated by the local authorities 113 18.8
2 chairman is chosen by the general NHA Council 314 52.2
3 chairman is appointed during NHA meeting 90 15.0
4 other ways of choosing the chairman 69 11.5
EN 586 97.3
N-EN 16 2.7
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 0 1 .2
2 1-2 51 8.5
3  3-5 155 25.7
4 6-12 215 35.7
5 13- 68 11.3
EN 490 81.4
N-EN 112 18.6
N 602 100.0
Q５．How many times were the general meetings of the NHA held last year?
number of general meetings (q0500r_c)
7
1. function of friendship promotion (Q0601)
Freq. %
0 No 190 31.6
1 Yes 411 68.3
EN 601 99.8
N-EN 1 .2
N 602 100.0
2. function of environment managing (Q0602)
Freq. %
0 No 247 41.0
1 Yes 353 58.6
EN 600 99.7
N-EN 2 .3
N 602 100.0
3. function of dealing with issues independently (Q0603)
Freq. %
0 No 278 46.2
1 Yes 324 53.8
N 602 100.0
4. function of assisting the local government (Q0604)
Freq. %
0 No 490 81.4
1 Yes 112 18.6
N 602 100.0
5. function of lobbying the local governemnt (Q0605)
Freq. %
0 No 430 71.4
1 Yes 172 28.6
N 602 100.0
6. other functions (Q0606)
Freq. %
0 No 592 98.3
1 Yes 10 1.7
N 602 100.0
1. sincere interactions among residents (Q0701)
Freq. %
0 No 229 38.0
1 Yes 373 62.0
N 602 100.0
Q６．Among the following, which ones are the most important functions of the NHA?
        Please pick two or three choices.
Q7.     How would you describe the interactions among residents of the neighborhood during the last five years? 
8
2. each familiy lives independently (Q0702)
Freq. %
0 No 470 78.1
1 Yes 132 21.9
N 602 100.0
3. relations improved (Q0703)
Freq. %
0 No 463 76.9
1 Yes 139 23.1
N 602 100.0
4. relations worsened (Q0704)
Freq. %
0 No 583 96.8
1 Yes 15 2.5
EN 598 99.3
N-EN 4 .7
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 -999 9 1.5
2 1000-1999 51 8.5
3 2000-2999 86 14.3
4 3000-3999 80 13.3
5 4000-4999 47 7.8
6 5000-5999 51 8.5
7 6000-6999 16 2.7
8 7000-7999 10 1.7
9 8000-8999 6 1.0
10 9000-9999 1 .2
11 10000- 15 2.5
EN 372 61.8
N-EN 230 38.2
N 602 100.0
indication of the change (q0802r)
Freq. %
1 poplulation is increasing 259 43.0
2 population is slightly increasing 181 30.1
3 no change 65 10.8
4 population is slightly decreasing 25 4.2
5 population is decreasing 3 .5
EN 533 88.5
N-EN 69 11.5
N 602 100.0
number of residents (q0801r_c)
Q8．Approximately how many residents are living in your neighborhood?
        And, how has it changed compared to the situation five years ago?
9
Freq. %
1 0% 7 1.2
2 1-5% 32 5.3
3 6-9% 5 .8
4 10-19% 85 14.1
5 20-39% 128 21.3
6 40-59% 49 8.1
7 60-79% 14 2.3
8 80-99% 10 1.7
9 100% 0 .0
EN 330 54.8
N-EN 272 45.2
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 0% 9 1.5
2 1-5% 19 3.2
3 6-9% 9 1.5
4 10-19% 82 13.6
5 20-39% 129 21.4
6 40-59% 47 7.8
7 60-79% 16 2.7
8 80-99% 14 2.3
9 100% 1 .2
EN 326 54.2
N-EN 276 45.8
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 0% 9 1.5
2 1-5% 53 8.8
3 6-9% 13 2.2
4 10-19% 97 16.1
5 20-39% 82 13.6
6 40-59% 41 6.8
7 60-79% 1 .2
8 80-99% 7 1.2
9 100% 0 .0
EN 303 50.3
N-EN 299 49.7
N 602 100.0
Q9．Today, how would you describe the composition of the households in your neighborhood?
1. households with young families (q0901r_c)
2. households with nuclear families (q0902r_c)
3. households with extended families (q0903r_c)
10
Freq. %
1 0% 38 6.3
2 1-5% 142 23.6
3 6-9% 10 1.7
4 10-19% 31 5.1
5 20-39% 15 2.5
6 40-59% 3 .5
7 60-79% 0 .0
8 80-99% 0 .0
9 100% 0 .0
EN 239 39.7
N-EN 363 60.3
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 0% 35 5.8
2 1-5% 165 27.4
3 6-9% 7 1.2
4 10-19% 51 8.5
5 20-39% 5 .8
6 40-59% 3 .5
7 60-79% 1 .2
8 80-99% 1 .2
9 100% 0 .0
EN 268 44.5
N-EN 334 55.5
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 0% 18 3.0
2 1-5% 42 7.0
3 6-9% 1 .2
4 10-19% 14 2.3
5 20-39% 1 .2
6 40-59% 0 .0
7 60-79% 0 .0
8 80-99% 0 .0
9 100% 0 .0
EN 76 12.6
N-EN 526 87.4
N 602 100.0
4. households with couples only (q0904r_c)
5. single person households (q0905r_c)
6. foreigners' households (q0906r_c)
11
Freq. %
1 0% 7 1.2
2 1-5% 82 13.6
3 6-9% 17 2.8
4 10-19% 98 16.3
5 20-39% 77 12.8
6 40-59% 13 2.2
7 60-79% 5 .8
8 80-99% 3 .5
9 100% 0 .0
EN 302 50.2
N-EN 300 49.8
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 0% 15 2.5
2 1-5% 132 21.9
3 6-9% 14 2.3
4 10-19% 56 9.3
5 20-39% 17 2.8
6 40-59% 1 .2
7 60-79% 1 .2
8 80-99% 0 .0
9 100% 1 .2
EN 237 39.4
N-EN 365 60.6
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 0% 20 3.3
2 1-5% 53 8.8
3 6-9% 13 2.2
4 10-19% 82 13.6
5 20-39% 33 5.5
6 40-59% 15 2.5
7 60-79% 4 .7
8 80-99% 1 .2
9 100% 1 .2
EN 222 36.9
N-EN 380 63.1
N 602 100.0
1. NHA based on agriculture, forestry, fishing (Q1001)
Freq. %
0 No 329 54.7
1 Yes 270 44.9
EN 599 99.5
N-EN 3 .5
N 602 100.0
Q10．How do you describe your neighborhood?  Please pick the top three/four from the following.
9. households with temporarily incomplete families (q0909r_c)
7. households in need of social protection (q0907r_c)
8. households with incomplete families (q0908r_c)
12
2. NHA based on industrial production (Q1002)
Freq. %
0 No 476 79.1
1 Yes 122 20.3
EN 598 99.3
N-EN 4 .7
N 602 100.0
3. NHA with business offices (Q1003)
Freq. %
0 No 511 84.9
1 Yes 88 14.6
EN 599 99.5
N-EN 3 .5
N 602 100.0
4. NHA with stores (Q1004)
Freq. %
0 No 378 62.8
1 Yes 221 36.7
EN 599 99.5
N-EN 3 .5
N 602 100.0
5. NHA with multifamily housings (Q1005)
Freq. %
0 No 393 65.3
1 Yes 206 34.2
EN 599 99.5
N-EN 3 .5
N 602 100.0
6. NHA with single family housings (Q1006)
Freq. %
0 No 393 65.3
1 Yes 206 34.2
EN 599 99.5
N-EN 3 .5
N 602 100.0
7. NHA with schools and institutions (Q1007)
Freq. %
0 No 471 78.2
1 Yes 128 21.3
EN 599 99.5
N-EN 3 .5
N 602 100.0
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8. other NHAs (Q1008)
Freq. %
0 No 558 92.7
1 Yes 41 6.8
EN 599 99.5
N-EN 3 .5
N 602 100.0
A. living comfort in the NHA (q1101r)
Freq. %
1 poor living comfort 41 6.8
2 satisfactory  living comfort 169 28.1
3 good living comfort 245 40.7
4 excellent living comfort 71 11.8
EN 526 87.4
N-EN 76 12.6
N 602 100.0
B. living convenience in the NHA (q1102)
Freq. %
1 poor living convenience 14 2.3
2 satisfactory living convenience 117 19.4
3 good living convenience 205 34.1
4 excellent living convenience 44 7.3
EN 380 63.1
N-EN 222 36.9
N 602 100.0
C. traffic convenience in the NHA (q1103r)
Freq. %
1 poor traffic convenience 23 3.8
2 satisfactory traffic convenience 130 21.6
3 good traffic convenience 297 49.3
4 excellent traffic convenience 88 14.6
EN 538 89.4
N-EN 64 10.6
N 602 100.0
D. living safety in the NHA (q1104r)
Freq. %
1 poor living safety 14 2.3
2 satisfactory living safety 160 26.6
3 good living safety 273 45.3
4 excellent living safety 88 14.6
EN 535 88.9
N-EN 67 11.1
N 602 100.0
Q11．How would you describe the environment of the neighborhood?
          Rate your neighborhood on the following issues by circling the applicable number.
14
E. NHA with traditional culture (q1105)
Freq. %
1 poor traditional culture in the NHA 68 11.3
2 satisfactory traditional culture in the NHA 173 28.7
3 good traditional culture in the NHA 204 33.9
4 excellent traditional culture in the NHA 52 8.6
EN 497 82.6
N-EN 105 17.4
N 602 100.0
F. evaluation of the general environment (q1106r)
Freq. %
1 poor environment in general 22 3.7
2 satisfactory environment in general 156 25.9
3 good environment in general 284 47.2
4 excellent environment in general 69 11.5
EN 531 88.2
N-EN 71 11.8
N 602 100.0
description of residents' interaction (q1200r)
Freq. %
1 active interaction between residents 238 39.5
2 daily life cooperation amongst residents 134 22.3
3 minimum level of interaction between residents 51 8.5
4 no interaction 10 1.7
5 interactions that are based on tradition 92 15.3
EN 525 87.2
N-EN 77 12.8
N 602 100.0
Q13. Do you think the residents are active in your neighborhood?
residents' activity level (Q1300)
Freq. %
1 residents are very active 90 15.0
2 residents are active 391 65.0
3 residents are not very active 113 18.8
4 residents are not active 5 .8
EN 599 99.5
N-EN 3 .5
N 602 100.0
Q12．Generally speaking, how would you describe the interaction of the residents with each other?
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1. cleaning activity (Q1401)
Freq. %
0 No 201 33.4
1 Yes 397 65.9
EN 598 99.3
N-EN 4 .7
N 602 100.0
2. collecting garbage activity (Q1402)
Freq. %
0 No 285 47.3
1 Yes 313 52.0
EN 598 99.3
N-EN 4 .7
N 602 100.0
3. settling disputes activity (Q1403)
Freq. %
0 No 379 63.0
1 Yes 219 36.4
EN 598 99.3
N-EN 4 .7
N 602 100.0
4. fostering of natural resources activity (Q1404)
Freq. %
0 No 519 86.2
1 Yes 78 13.0
EN 597 99.2
N-EN 5 .8
N 602 100.0
5. festivals' activity (Q1405)
Freq. %
0 No 263 43.7
1 Yes 335 55.6
EN 598 99.3
N-EN 4 .7
N 602 100.0
6. sport activity (Q1406)
Freq. %
0 No 321 53.3
1 Yes 278 46.2
EN 599 99.5
N-EN 3 .5
N 602 100.0
Q14．What type of activities does your NHA conduct? Circle all applicable activities from the list below.
16
7. cultural activity (Q1407)
Freq. %
0 No 356 59.1
1 Yes 242 40.2
EN 598 99.3
N-EN 4 .7
N 602 100.0
8. traditional arts activity (Q1408)
Freq. %
0 No 398 66.1
1 Yes 200 33.2
EN 598 99.3
N-EN 4 .7
N 602 100.0
9. assisting weddings and funerals activity (Q1409)
Freq. %
0 No 306 50.8
1 Yes 292 48.5
EN 598 99.3
N-EN 4 .7
N 602 100.0
10. disaster prevention activity (Q1410)
Freq. %
0 No 415 68.9
1 Yes 184 30.6
EN 599 99.5
N-EN 3 .5
N 602 100.0
11. fire prevention activity (Q1411)
Freq. %
0 No 339 56.3
1 Yes 260 43.2
EN 599 99.5
N-EN 3 .5
N 602 100.0
12. crime prevention activity (Q1412)
Freq. %
0 No 199 33.1
1 Yes 399 66.3
EN 598 99.3
N-EN 4 .7
N 602 100.0
17
13. traffic safety activity (Q1413)
Freq. %
0 No 432 71.8
1 Yes 167 27.7
EN 599 99.5
N-EN 3 .5
N 602 100.0
14. maintenance of bulletin boards (Q1414)
Freq. %
0 No 303 50.3
1 Yes 296 49.2
EN 599 99.5
N-EN 3 .5
N 602 100.0
15. maintenance of meeting houses and children's center (Q1415)
Freq. %
0 No 350 58.1
1 Yes 249 41.4
EN 599 99.5
N-EN 3 .5
N 602 100.0
16. maintenance of street lights (Q1416)
Freq. %
0 No 433 71.9
1 Yes 166 27.6
EN 599 99.5
N-EN 3 .5
N 602 100.0
17. maintenance of sewage pipes (Q1417)
Freq. %
0 No 250 41.5
1 Yes 349 58.0
EN 599 99.5
N-EN 3 .5
N 602 100.0
18. infant and maternity care activity (Q1418)
Freq. %
0 No 321 53.3
1 Yes 278 46.2
EN 599 99.5
N-EN 3 .5
N 602 100.0
18
19. adolescent care activity (Q1419)
Freq. %
0 No 302 50.2
1 Yes 297 49.3
EN 599 99.5
N-EN 3 .5
N 602 100.0
20. gender equality activity (Q1420)
Freq. %
0 No 385 64.0
1 Yes 214 35.5
EN 599 99.5
N-EN 3 .5
N 602 100.0
21. disabled and aged care activity (Q1421)
Freq. %
0 No 300 49.8
1 Yes 299 49.7
EN 599 99.5
N-EN 3 .5
N 602 100.0
22. training activity (Q1422)
Freq. %
0 No 374 62.1
1 Yes 225 37.4
EN 599 99.5
N-EN 3 .5
N 602 100.0
23. youth activity (Q1423)
Freq. %
0 No 328 54.5
1 Yes 270 44.9
EN 598 99.3
N-EN 4 .7
N 602 100.0
24. school education activity (Q1424)
Freq. %
0 No 307 51.0
1 Yes 291 48.3
EN 598 99.3
N-EN 4 .7
N 602 100.0
19
25. assisting with farming or fishing (Q1425)
Freq. %
0 No 414 68.8
1 Yes 185 30.7
EN 599 99.5
N-EN 3 .5
N 602 100.0
26. promoting urban development (Q1426)
Freq. %
0 No 447 74.3
1 Yes 152 25.2
EN 599 99.5
N-EN 3 .5
N 602 100.0
27. international exchange (Q1427)
Freq. %
0 No 457 75.9
1 Yes 142 23.6
EN 599 99.5
N-EN 3 .5
N 602 100.0
28. election campaign activity (Q1428)
Freq. %
0 No 329 54.7
1 Yes 268 44.5
EN 597 99.2
N-EN 5 .8
N 602 100.0
29. other activity (Q1429)
Freq. %
0 No 573 95.2
1 Yes 25 4.2
EN 598 99.3
N-EN 4 .7
N 602 100.0
activity No.1 (q1501r)
Freq. %
1 cleaning activity 181 30.1
2 collecting garbage activity 68 11.3
3 settling disputes activity 32 5.3
4 fostering of natural resources activity 8 1.3
5 festivals' activity 33 5.5
6 sport activity 16 2.7
7 cultural activity 11 1.8
8 traditional arts activity 12 2.0
Q15．Among your answers in Q14, which ones are the most important to NHAs?
           Please choose the top three activities.
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9 assisting weddings and funerals activity 25 4.2
10 disaster prevention activity 8 1.3
11 fire prevention activity 6 1.0
12 crime prevention activity 25 4.2
13 traffic safety activity 1 .2
14 maintenance of bulletin boards 9 1.5
15 maintenance of meeting houses and children's center 8 1.3
16 maintenance of street lights 1 .2
17 maintenance of sewage pipes 12 2.0
18 infant and maternity care activity 9 1.5
19 adolescent care activity 8 1.3
21 disabled and aged care activity 2 .3
22 training activity 3 .5
23 youth activity 6 1.0
24 school education activity 6 1.0
25 assisting with farming or fishing 3 .5
EN 493 81.9
N-EN 109 18.1
N 602 100.0
activity No.2 (q1502r)
Freq. %
1 cleaning activity 9 1.5
2 collecting garbage activity 19 3.2
3 settling disputes activity 10 1.7
4 fostering of natural resources activity 1 .2
5 festivals' activity 50 8.3
6 sport activity 24 4.0
7 cultural activity 28 4.7
8 traditional arts activity 24 4.0
9 assisting weddings and funerals activity 40 6.6
10 disaster prevention activity 15 2.5
11 fire prevention activity 18 3.0
12 crime prevention activity 78 13.0
13 traffic safety activity 4 .7
14 maintenance of bulletin boards 25 4.2
15 maintenance of meeting houses and children's center 16 2.7
16 maintenance of street lights 3 .5
17 maintenance of sewage pipes 38 6.3
18 infant and maternity care activity 26 4.3
19 adolescent care activity 23 3.8
20 gender equality activity 9 1.5
21 disabled and aged care activity 11 1.8
22 training activity 10 1.7
23 youth activity 9 1.5
24 school education activity 6 1.0
25 assisting with farming or fishing 1 .2
26 promoting urban development 3 .5
27 international exchange 1 .2
28 election campaign activity 1 .2
29 other activity 1 .2
EN 503 83.6
N-EN 99 16.4
N 602 100.0
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activity No.3 (q1503r)
Freq. %
1 cleaning activity 6 1.0
2 collecting garbage activity 2 .3
3 settling disputes activity 4 .7
4 fostering of natural resources activity 4 .7
5 festivals' activity 5 .8
6 sport activity 6 1.0
7 cultural activity 7 1.2
8 traditional arts activity 5 .8
9 assisting weddings and funerals activity 7 1.2
10 disaster prevention activity 12 2.0
11 fire prevention activity 11 1.8
12 crime prevention activity 27 4.5
13 traffic safety activity 5 .8
14 maintenance of bulletin boards 17 2.8
15 maintenance of meeting houses and children's center 28 4.7
16 maintenance of street lights 12 2.0
17 maintenance of sewage pipes 70 11.6
18 infant and maternity care activity 29 4.8
19 adolescent care activity 40 6.6
20 gender equality activity 15 2.5
21 disabled and aged care activity 20 3.3
22 training activity 25 4.2
23 youth activity 45 7.5
24 school education activity 26 4.3
25 assisting with farming or fishing 19 3.2
26 promoting urban development 15 2.5
27 international exchange 12 2.0
28 election campaign activity 21 3.5
29 other activity 2 .3
EN 497 82.6
N-EN 105 17.4
N 602 100.0
A. Local governments
activity No.1 supported by local government (q1611r)
Freq. %
1 cleaning activity 205 34.1
2 collecting garbage activity 46 7.6
3 settling disputes activity 20 3.3
4 fostering of natural resources activity 12 2.0
5 festivals' activity 21 3.5
6 sport activity 6 1.0
7 cultural activity 7 1.2
8 traditional arts activity 5 .8
9 assisting weddings and funerals activity 6 1.0
10 disaster prevention activity 5 .8
11 fire prevention activity 17 2.8
12 crime prevention activity 9 1.5
14 maintenance of bulletin boards 7 1.2
15 maintenance of meeting houses and children's center 3 .5
16 maintenance of street lights 1 .2
Q16．Among your answers in Q14, are there any activities you do in conjunction with the following
organizations (A～C)? 　Provide five activities (indicating with the numbers in Q14) for each organization.
22
17 maintenance of sewage pipes 21 3.5
18 infant and maternity care activity 5 .8
19 adolescent care activity 7 1.2
20 gender equality activity 1 .2
21 disabled and aged care activity 3 .5
22 training activity 5 .8
23 youth activity 4 .7
25 assisting with farming or fishing 1 .2
26 promoting urban development 2 .3
28 election campaign activity 6 1.0
EN 425 70.6
N-EN 177 29.4
N 602 100.0
activity No.2 supported by local government (q1612r)
Freq. %
1 cleaning activity 10 1.7
2 collecting garbage activity 42 7.0
3 settling disputes activity 18 3.0
4 fostering of natural resources activity 2 .3
5 festivals' activity 67 11.1
6 sport activity 31 5.1
7 cultural activity 27 4.5
8 traditional arts activity 10 1.7
9 assisting weddings and funerals activity 20 3.3
10 disaster prevention activity 11 1.8
11 fire prevention activity 8 1.3
12 crime prevention activity 35 5.8
13 traffic safety activity 3 .5
14 maintenance of bulletin boards 33 5.5
15 maintenance of meeting houses and children's center 9 1.5
16 maintenance of street lights 10 1.7
17 maintenance of sewage pipes 35 5.8
18 infant and maternity care activity 4 .7
19 adolescent care activity 5 .8
20 gender equality activity 2 .3
21 disabled and aged care activity 1 .2
22 training activity 3 .5
23 youth activity 3 .5
24 school education activity 2 .3
25 assisting with farming or fishing 1 .2
26 promoting urban development 5 .8
28 election campaign activity 5 .8
EN 402 66.8
N-EN 200 33.2
N 602 100.0
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activity No.3 supported by local government (q1613r)
Freq. %
1 cleaning activity 5 .8
2 collecting garbage activity 3 .5
3 settling disputes activity 12 2.0
4 fostering of natural resources activity 5 .8
5 festivals' activity 12 2.0
6 sport activity 10 1.7
7 cultural activity 17 2.8
8 traditional arts activity 9 1.5
9 assisting weddings and funerals activity 9 1.5
10 disaster prevention activity 28 4.7
11 fire prevention activity 15 2.5
12 crime prevention activity 61 10.1
13 traffic safety activity 11 1.8
14 maintenance of bulletin boards 22 3.7
15 maintenance of meeting houses and children's center 21 3.5
16 maintenance of street lights 23 3.8
17 maintenance of sewage pipes 39 6.5
18 infant and maternity care activity 21 3.5
19 adolescent care activity 12 2.0
20 gender equality activity 4 .7
21 disabled and aged care activity 6 1.0
22 training activity 5 .8
23 youth activity 12 2.0
24 school education activity 3 .5
26 promoting urban development 3 .5
27 international exchange 2 .3
28 election campaign activity 5 .8
EN 375 62.3
N-EN 227 37.7
N 602 100.0
activity No.4 supported by local government (q1614r)
Freq. %
1 cleaning activity 3 .5
2 collecting garbage activity 5 .8
3 settling disputes activity 2 .3
4 fostering of natural resources activity 2 .3
5 festivals' activity 10 1.7
6 sport activity 1 .2
7 cultural activity 6 1.0
8 traditional arts activity 8 1.3
9 assisting weddings and funerals activity 12 2.0
10 disaster prevention activity 3 .5
11 fire prevention activity 9 1.5
12 crime prevention activity 24 4.0
13 traffic safety activity 2 .3
14 maintenance of bulletin boards 11 1.8
15 maintenance of meeting houses and children's center 21 3.5
16 maintenance of street lights 17 2.8
17 maintenance of sewage pipes 46 7.6
18 infant and maternity care activity 15 2.5
19 adolescent care activity 35 5.8
20 gender equality activity 15 2.5
21 disabled and aged care activity 4 .7
22 training activity 4 .7
24
23 youth activity 11 1.8
24 school education activity 20 3.3
25 assisting with farming or fishing 6 1.0
26 promoting urban development 5 .8
27 international exchange 2 .3
28 election campaign activity 8 1.3
EN 307 51.0
N-EN 295 49.0
N 602 100.0
activity No.5 supported by local government (q1615r)
Freq. %
1 cleaning activity 2 .3
2 collecting garbage activity 5 .8
3 settling disputes activity 2 .3
5 festivals' activity 5 .8
6 sport activity 2 .3
7 cultural activity 1 .2
8 traditional arts activity 3 .5
9 assisting weddings and funerals activity 3 .5
10 disaster prevention activity 3 .5
11 fire prevention activity 3 .5
12 crime prevention activity 18 3.0
13 traffic safety activity 6 1.0
14 maintenance of bulletin boards 6 1.0
15 maintenance of meeting houses and children's center 3 .5
16 maintenance of street lights 3 .5
17 maintenance of sewage pipes 21 3.5
18 infant and maternity care activity 10 1.7
19 adolescent care activity 15 2.5
20 gender equality activity 8 1.3
21 disabled and aged care activity 21 3.5
22 training activity 8 1.3
23 youth activity 20 3.3
24 school education activity 15 2.5
25 assisting with farming or fishing 14 2.3
26 promoting urban development 9 1.5
27 international exchange 10 1.7
28 election campaign activity 17 2.8
29 other activity 2 .3
EN 235 39.0
N-EN 367 61.0
N 602 100.0
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B. Other neighborhood groups in the same area
activity No.1 supported by other NHA (q1621r)
Freq. %
1 cleaning activity 37 6.1
2 collecting garbage activity 20 3.3
3 settling disputes activity 23 3.8
4 fostering of natural resources activity 8 1.3
5 festivals' activity 61 10.1
6 sport activity 47 7.8
7 cultural activity 17 2.8
8 traditional arts activity 6 1.0
9 assisting weddings and funerals activity 15 2.5
10 disaster prevention activity 15 2.5
11 fire prevention activity 10 1.7
12 crime prevention activity 6 1.0
13 traffic safety activity 1 .2
14 maintenance of bulletin boards 14 2.3
15 maintenance of meeting houses and children's center 7 1.2
16 maintenance of street lights 5 .8
17 maintenance of sewage pipes 4 .7
18 infant and maternity care activity 5 .8
19 adolescent care activity 5 .8
20 gender equality activity 4 .7
21 disabled and aged care activity 1 .2
22 training activity 4 .7
23 youth activity 6 1.0
24 school education activity 3 .5
26 promoting urban development 2 .3
27 international exchange 1 .2
28 election campaign activity 1 .2
EN 328 54.5
N-EN 274 45.5
N 602 100.0
activity No.2 supported by other NHA (q1622r)
Freq. %
1 cleaning activity 6 1.0
2 collecting garbage activity 14 2.3
3 settling disputes activity 6 1.0
4 fostering of natural resources activity 4 .7
5 festivals' activity 18 3.0
6 sport activity 66 11.0
7 cultural activity 33 5.5
8 traditional arts activity 28 4.7
9 assisting weddings and funerals activity 15 2.5
10 disaster prevention activity 13 2.2
11 fire prevention activity 12 2.0
12 crime prevention activity 16 2.7
13 traffic safety activity 5 .8
14 maintenance of bulletin boards 13 2.2
15 maintenance of meeting houses and children's center 17 2.8
16 maintenance of street lights 1 .2
17 maintenance of sewage pipes 5 .8
18 infant and maternity care activity 9 1.5
19 adolescent care activity 8 1.3
20 gender equality activity 5 .8
26
21 disabled and aged care activity 7 1.2
22 training activity 2 .3
23 youth activity 3 .5
24 school education activity 4 .7
25 assisting with farming or fishing 2 .3
26 promoting urban development 3 .5
27 international exchange 1 .2
28 election campaign activity 4 .7
EN 320 53.2
N-EN 282 46.8
N 602 100.0
activity No.3 supported by other NHA (q1623r)
Freq. %
1 cleaning activity 6 1.0
2 collecting garbage activity 5 .8
3 settling disputes activity 3 .5
4 fostering of natural resources activity 3 .5
5 festivals' activity 5 .8
6 sport activity 7 1.2
7 cultural activity 42 7.0
8 traditional arts activity 11 1.8
9 assisting weddings and funerals activity 16 2.7
10 disaster prevention activity 19 3.2
11 fire prevention activity 9 1.5
12 crime prevention activity 26 4.3
13 traffic safety activity 4 .7
14 maintenance of bulletin boards 11 1.8
15 maintenance of meeting houses and children's center 20 3.3
16 maintenance of street lights 6 1.0
17 maintenance of sewage pipes 14 2.3
18 infant and maternity care activity 6 1.0
19 adolescent care activity 16 2.7
20 gender equality activity 8 1.3
21 disabled and aged care activity 4 .7
22 training activity 6 1.0
23 youth activity 10 1.7
24 school education activity 2 .3
25 assisting with farming or fishing 4 .7
26 promoting urban development 3 .5
27 international exchange 2 .3
28 election campaign activity 1 .2
EN 269 44.7
N-EN 333 55.3
N 602 100.0
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activity No.4 supported by other NHA (q1624)
Freq. %
1 cleaning activity 2 .3
2 collecting garbage activity 5 .8
4 fostering of natural resources activity 2 .3
5 festivals' activity 3 .5
6 sport activity 5 .8
7 cultural activity 10 1.7
8 traditional arts activity 17 2.8
9 assisting weddings and funerals activity 4 .7
10 disaster prevention activity 5 .8
11 fire prevention activity 3 .5
12 crime prevention activity 2 .3
13 traffic safety activity 7 1.2
14 maintenance of bulletin boards 11 1.8
15 maintenance of meeting houses and children's center 14 2.3
16 maintenance of street lights 5 .8
17 maintenance of sewage pipes 8 1.3
18 infant and maternity care activity 8 1.3
19 adolescent care activity 15 2.5
20 gender equality activity 14 2.3
21 disabled and aged care activity 10 1.7
22 training activity 6 1.0
23 youth activity 7 1.2
24 school education activity 10 1.7
25 assisting with farming or fishing 4 .7
26 promoting urban development 5 .8
28 election campaign activity 10 1.7
29 other activity 1 .2
EN 193 32.1
N-EN 409 67.9
N 602 100.0
activity No.5 supported by other NHA (q1625r)
Freq. %
2 collecting garbage activity 1 .2
3 settling disputes activity 2 .3
5 festivals' activity 4 .7
6 sport activity 2 .3
7 cultural activity 3 .5
8 traditional arts activity 4 .7
9 assisting weddings and funerals activity 12 2.0
10 disaster prevention activity 2 .3
11 fire prevention activity 2 .3
12 crime prevention activity 6 1.0
14 maintenance of bulletin boards 3 .5
15 maintenance of meeting houses and children's center 1 .2
16 maintenance of street lights 1 .2
17 maintenance of sewage pipes 6 1.0
18 infant and maternity care activity 6 1.0
19 adolescent care activity 8 1.3
20 gender equality activity 5 .8
21 disabled and aged care activity 5 .8
22 training activity 7 1.2
23 youth activity 9 1.5
24 school education activity 10 1.7
25 assisting with farming or fishing 12 2.0
28
26 promoting urban development 8 1.3
27 international exchange 13 2.2
28 election campaign activity 11 1.8
EN 143 23.8
N-EN 459 76.2
N 602 100.0
C. Other civic groups in the same area
activity No.1 supported by civic groups (q1631r)
Freq. %
1 cleaning activity 25 4.2
2 collecting garbage activity 17 2.8
3 settling disputes activity 11 1.8
4 fostering of natural resources activity 6 1.0
5 festivals' activity 10 1.7
6 sport activity 12 2.0
7 cultural activity 10 1.7
8 traditional arts activity 3 .5
9 assisting weddings and funerals activity 6 1.0
10 disaster prevention activity 10 1.7
11 fire prevention activity 13 2.2
12 crime prevention activity 33 5.5
13 traffic safety activity 4 .7
14 maintenance of bulletin boards 10 1.7
15 maintenance of meeting houses and children's center 9 1.5
16 maintenance of street lights 3 .5
17 maintenance of sewage pipes 6 1.0
18 infant and maternity care activity 18 3.0
19 adolescent care activity 19 3.2
20 gender equality activity 2 .3
21 disabled and aged care activity 11 1.8
22 training activity 15 2.5
23 youth activity 12 2.0
24 school education activity 3 .5
25 assisting with farming or fishing 3 .5
26 promoting urban development 1 .2
27 international exchange 1 .2
28 election campaign activity 6 1.0
EN 279 46.3
N-EN 323 53.7
N 602 100.0
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activity No.2 supported by civic groups (q1632r)
Freq. %
1 cleaning activity 2 .3
2 collecting garbage activity 6 1.0
3 settling disputes activity 1 .2
4 fostering of natural resources activity 1 .2
5 festivals' activity 7 1.2
6 sport activity 11 1.8
7 cultural activity 18 3.0
8 traditional arts activity 11 1.8
9 assisting weddings and funerals activity 9 1.5
10 disaster prevention activity 7 1.2
11 fire prevention activity 7 1.2
12 crime prevention activity 15 2.5
13 traffic safety activity 13 2.2
14 maintenance of bulletin boards 9 1.5
15 maintenance of meeting houses and children's center 6 1.0
16 maintenance of street lights 7 1.2
17 maintenance of sewage pipes 12 2.0
18 infant and maternity care activity 12 2.0
19 adolescent care activity 13 2.2
20 gender equality activity 11 1.8
21 disabled and aged care activity 11 1.8
22 training activity 18 3.0
23 youth activity 27 4.5
24 school education activity 12 2.0
25 assisting with farming or fishing 6 1.0
26 promoting urban development 2 .3
27 international exchange 2 .3
28 election campaign activity 1 .2
EN 257 42.7
N-EN 345 57.3
N 602 100.0
activity No.3 supported by civic groups (q1633r)
Freq. %
1 cleaning activity 2 .3
2 collecting garbage activity 3 .5
3 settling disputes activity 2 .3
4 fostering of natural resources activity 2 .3
5 festivals' activity 2 .3
6 sport activity 3 .5
7 cultural activity 6 1.0
8 traditional arts activity 8 1.3
9 assisting weddings and funerals activity 1 .2
10 disaster prevention activity 4 .7
11 fire prevention activity 13 2.2
12 crime prevention activity 17 2.8
13 traffic safety activity 9 1.5
14 maintenance of bulletin boards 5 .8
15 maintenance of meeting houses and children's center 10 1.7
16 maintenance of street lights 6 1.0
17 maintenance of sewage pipes 4 .7
18 infant and maternity care activity 4 .7
19 adolescent care activity 23 3.8
20 gender equality activity 10 1.7
21 disabled and aged care activity 14 2.3
30
22 training activity 8 1.3
23 youth activity 28 4.7
24 school education activity 14 2.3
25 assisting with farming or fishing 10 1.7
26 promoting urban development 4 .7
27 international exchange 4 .7
28 election campaign activity 16 2.7
EN 232 38.5
N-EN 370 61.5
N 602 100.0
activity No.4 supported by civic groups (q1634r)
Freq. %
1 cleaning activity 5 .8
2 collecting garbage activity 1 .2
3 settling disputes activity 1 .2
5 festivals' activity 3 .5
6 sport activity 1 .2
7 cultural activity 3 .5
8 traditional arts activity 1 .2
9 assisting weddings and funerals activity 2 .3
10 disaster prevention activity 2 .3
11 fire prevention activity 2 .3
12 crime prevention activity 6 1.0
13 traffic safety activity 2 .3
14 maintenance of bulletin boards 2 .3
15 maintenance of meeting houses and children's center 9 1.5
16 maintenance of street lights 6 1.0
17 maintenance of sewage pipes 5 .8
18 infant and maternity care activity 4 .7
19 adolescent care activity 5 .8
20 gender equality activity 12 2.0
21 disabled and aged care activity 17 2.8
22 training activity 17 2.8
23 youth activity 8 1.3
24 school education activity 7 1.2
25 assisting with farming or fishing 14 2.3
26 promoting urban development 7 1.2
27 international exchange 3 .5
28 election campaign activity 11 1.8
EN 156 25.9
N-EN 446 74.1
N 602 100.0
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activity No.5 supported by civic groups (q1635r)
Freq. %
1 cleaning activity 3 .5
3 settling disputes activity 2 .3
5 festivals' activity 3 .5
6 sport activity 5 .8
7 cultural activity 3 .5
8 traditional arts activity 1 .2
9 assisting weddings and funerals activity 1 .2
10 disaster prevention activity 2 .3
11 fire prevention activity 1 .2
12 crime prevention activity 2 .3
13 traffic safety activity 1 .2
14 maintenance of bulletin boards 1 .2
15 maintenance of meeting houses and children's center 1 .2
16 maintenance of street lights 1 .2
17 maintenance of sewage pipes 2 .3
18 infant and maternity care activity 4 .7
19 adolescent care activity 3 .5
20 gender equality activity 11 1.8
21 disabled and aged care activity 5 .8
22 training activity 9 1.5
23 youth activity 5 .8
24 school education activity 18 3.0
25 assisting with farming or fishing 5 .8
26 promoting urban development 7 1.2
27 international exchange 1 .2
28 election campaign activity 14 2.3
EN 111 18.4
N-EN 491 81.6
N 602 100.0
1. full time workers involved in NHA activities (Q1701)
Freq. %
0 No 304 50.5
1 Yes 297 49.3
EN 601 99.8
N-EN 1 .2
N 602 100.0
2. part time workers involved in NHA activities (Q1702)
Freq. %
0 No 328 54.5
1 Yes 274 45.5
N 602 100.0
Q17．What type of people are involved in the NHA’s activities? Choose the top two or three from the following.
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3. business managers involved in NHA activities (Q1703)
Freq. %
0 No 426 70.8
1 Yes 176 29.2
N 602 100.0
4. housewives involved in NHA activities (Q1704)
Freq. %
0 No 411 68.3
1 Yes 190 31.6
EN 601 99.8
N-EN 1 .2
N 602 100.0
5. young people involved in NHA activities (Q1705)
Freq. %
0 No 351 58.3
1 Yes 251 41.7
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 557 92.5
1 Yes 39 6.5
EN 596 99.0
N-EN 6 1.0
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 77 12.8
1 Yes 525 87.2
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 261 43.4
1 Yes 341 56.6
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 542 90.0
1 Yes 59 9.8
EN 601 99.8
N-EN 1 .2
N 602 100.0
Q18. What methods does your NHA use to communicate with the residents? Choose up to five of the following.
6. other people involved in NHA activities (Q1706)
1. circular notice as a method of communication (Q1801)
2. bulletin board as a method of communication (Q1802)
3. NHA's website as a method of communication (Q1803)
33
Freq. %
0 No 285 47.3
1 Yes 317 52.7
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 521 86.5
1 Yes 81 13.5
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 582 96.7
1 Yes 20 3.3
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 489 81.2
1 Yes 113 18.8
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 560 93.0
1 Yes 42 7.0
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 more than 80% are involved in general meeting 153 25.4
2 80%-60% are involved in general meeting 205 34.1
3 60%-40% are involved in general meeting 131 21.8
4 40%-20% are involved in general meeting 49 8.1
5 less than 20% are involved in general meeting 27 4.5
EN 565 93.9
N-EN 37 6.1
N 602 100.0
4. phone as a method of communication (Q1804)
5. broadcasting as a method of communication (Q1805)
6. e-mail as a method of communication (Q1806)
7. local media as a method of communication (Q1807)
8. other communication methods (Q1808)
A. households activity in the general meeting (q1901r)
Q19．How would you evaluate the level of activity amongst the residents of your neighborhood?
34
Freq. %
1 more than 80% are involved in community events 188 31.2
2 80%-60% are involved in community events 201 33.4
3 60%-40% are involved in community events 127 21.1
4 40%-20% are involved in community events 29 4.8
5 less than 20% are involved in community events 10 1.7
EN 555 92.2
N-EN 47 7.8
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 more than 80% are involved in night watch 72 12.0
2 80%-60% are involved in night watch 142 23.6
3 60%-40% are involved in night watch 140 23.3
4 40%-20% are involved in night watch 101 16.8
5 less than 20% are involved in night watch 86 14.3
EN 541 89.9
N-EN 61 10.1
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 more than 80% are involved in disaster training 48 8.0
2 80%-60% are involved in disaster training 129 21.4
3 60%-40% are involved in disaster training 154 25.6
4 40%-20% are involved in disaster training 121 20.1
5 less than 20% are involved in disaster training 84 14.0
EN 536 89.0
N-EN 66 11.0
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 more than 80% are involved in traffic safety class 58 9.6
2 80%-60% are involved in traffic safety class 127 21.1
3 60%-40% are involved in traffic safety class 147 24.4
4 40%-20% are involved in traffic safety class 117 19.4
5 less than 20% are involved in traffic safety class 81 13.5
EN 530 88.0
N-EN 72 12.0
N 602 100.0
B. households activity in the community events (q1902r)
C. households activity in the night watch (q1903r)
D. households activity in the disaster training (q1904r)
E. households activity in the traffic safety class (q1905r)
35
Freq. %
1 more than 80% are involved in festivals 132 21.9
2 80%-60% are involved in festivals 181 30.1
3 60%-40% are involved in festivals 151 25.1
4 40%-20% are involved in festivals 52 8.6
5 less than 20% are involved in festivals 26 4.3
EN 542 90.0
N-EN 60 10.0
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 more than 80% are involved in recreation activities 86 14.3
2 80%-60% are involved in recreation activities 154 25.6
3 60%-40% are involved in recreation activities 193 32.1
4 40%-20% are involved in recreation activities 77 12.8
5 less than 20% are involved in recreation activities 38 6.3
EN 548 91.0
N-EN 54 9.0
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 more than 80% are involved in cultural events 114 18.9
2 80%-60% are involved in cultural events 195 32.4
3 60%-40% are involved in cultural events 177 29.4
4 40%-20% are involved in cultural events 40 6.6
5 less than 20% are involved cultural events 20 3.3
EN 546 90.7
N-EN 56 9.3
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 more than 80% are involved in charity events 97 16.1
2 80%-60% are involved in charity events 134 22.3
3 60%-40% are involved in charity events 162 26.9
4 40%-20% are involved in charity events 107 17.8
5 less than 20% are involved in charity events 59 9.8
EN 559 92.9
N-EN 43 7.1
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 126 20.9
1 Yes 476 79.1
N 602 100.0
Q20．What type of information does the local government request from NHA?
F. households activity in the festivals (q1906r)
G. households activity in the sport activities (q1907r)
H. households activity in the cultural events (q1908r)
I. households activity in the charity events (q1909r)
1. request of info regarding NHA's activities by the local government (Q2001)
36
Freq. %
0 No 362 60.1
1 Yes 238 39.5
EN 600 99.7
N-EN 2 .3
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 373 62.0
1 Yes 229 38.0
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 402 66.8
1 Yes 198 32.9
EN 600 99.7
N-EN 2 .3
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 527 87.5
1 Yes 75 12.5
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 564 93.7
1 Yes 37 6.1
EN 601 99.8
N-EN 1 .2
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 387 64.3
1 Yes 215 35.7
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 401 66.6
1 Yes 201 33.4
N 602 100.0
3. request of info regarding donations collection by the local government (Q2003)
4. request of info regarding social protection expenses by the local government (Q2004)
5. request of info regarding insurance fees by the local government (Q2005)
6. request of other info by the local government (Q2006)
1. NHA should undertake government's tasks (Q2101)
2. request of info regarding citizens enquiries by the local government (Q2002)
Q21．What do you think is the ideal relationship between the NHA and local government
          in dealing with issues of the neighborhood?
2. NHA should be the bridge between government and residents (Q2102)
37
Freq. %
0 No 299 49.7
1 Yes 303 50.3
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 518 86.0
1 Yes 84 14.0
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 monitoring is efficient and NHA's opinion is taken into account 168 27.9
2 monitoring is positive when the policy is relevant to NHA 261 43.4
3 monitoring is official and limited 65 10.8
4 monitoring is ignored by the municipal authorities 62 10.3
EN 556 92.4
N-EN 46 7.6
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 NHA regularly consults with the corresponding section in the
local government
178 29.6
2 NHA sometimes consults with the corresponding section in the
local government
260 43.2
3 NHA never consults with the corresponding section in the local
government
109 18.1
EN 547 90.9
N-EN 55 9.1
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 NHA regularly consults with local politicians 120 19.9
2 NHA sometimes consults with local politicians 201 33.4
3 NHA never consults with local politicians 135 22.4
EN 456 75.7
N-EN 146 24.3
N 602 100.0
3. NHA should cooperate with government (Q2103)
4. NHA should be independent (Q2104)
NHA's influence on policy enforcement (q2200r)
A. contacting local government to reflect NHA's intersts (q2301r)
Q22．To what extent does your NHA influence the local government’s policy enforcement?
          Monitoring refers to regular watching and observation of policies.
Q23．How often does you NHA use the following methods to reflect the NHA’s interests and opinions in policies?
B. contacting local statesman to reflect NHA's intersts (q2302r)
38
Freq. %
1 NHA regularly consults with influential persons 122 20.3
2 NHA sometimes consults with influential persons 207 34.4
3 NHA never consults with influential persons 139 23.1
EN 468 77.7
N-EN 134 22.3
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 NHA regularly consults with other NHAs 155 25.7
2 NHA sometimes consults with other NHAs 177 29.4
3 NHA never consults with other NHAs 140 23.3
EN 472 78.4
N-EN 130 21.6
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 NHA regularly attends events organized by the government 111 18.4
2 NHA sometimes attends events organized by the government 220 36.5
3 NHA never attends events organized by the government 141 23.4
EN 472 78.4
N-EN 130 21.6
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 NHA regularly lobbies its interests through representatives in
the Kengash
107 17.8
2 NHA sometimes lobbies its interests through representatives in
the Kengash
166 27.6
3 NHA never lobbies its interests through representatives in the
Kengash
119 19.8
EN 392 65.1
N-EN 210 34.9
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 NHA regularly reflects its interests through monitoring 115 19.1
2 NHA sometimes reflects its interests through monitoring 212 35.2
3 NHA never reflects its interests through monitoring 132 21.9
EN 459 76.2
N-EN 143 23.8
N 602 100.0
G. monitoring on the part of NHA to reflect NHA's intersts (q2307)
C. contacting influential persons to reflect NHA's intersts (q2303r)
D. contacting other NHAs to reflect your NHA's intersts (q2304r)
E. attending local government's round tables to reflect NHA's intersts (q2305)
F. lobbying local assembly to reflect NHA's intersts (q2306r)
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Freq. %
1 Almost all 176 29.2
2 Many 222 36.9
3 Some 180 29.9
4 Almost none 11 1.8
EN 589 97.8
N-EN 13 2.2
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 261 43.4
1 Yes 341 56.6
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 239 39.7
1 Yes 363 60.3
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 573 95.2
1 Yes 29 4.8
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 575 95.5
1 Yes 27 4.5
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 501 83.2
1 Yes 100 16.6
EN 601 99.8
N-EN 1 .2
N 602 100.0
5. using media as a request method (Q2505)
number of requests implemented by local government (q2400r)
1. collecting signatures as a request method (Q2501)
2. phone call as a request method (Q2502)
3. e-mail as a request method (Q2503)
Q24．How many of the requests of your NHA were implemented by your local government?
Q25．Which methods does your NHA use in order to make a request to the local government?
          Circle all the applicable numbers.
4. demonstration as a request method (Q2504)
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Freq. %
0 No 457 75.9
1 Yes 145 24.1
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 549 91.2
1 Yes 53 8.8
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 NHA is influential regarding government's decision making 161 26.7
2 NHA has some influence on government's decision making 258 42.9
3 NHA is not very much influential regarding government's
decision making
112 18.6
4 NHA is not influential at all regarding government's decision
making
57 9.5
EN 588 97.7
N-EN 14 2.3
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 371 61.6
1 Yes 231 38.4
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 161 26.7
1 Yes 441 73.3
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 254 42.2
1 Yes 348 57.8
N 602 100.0
Q27. With which of the following groups and organizations (including the ones that are similar to them)
          does your NHA collaborate? Circle all the applicable numbers.
1. collaboration with children's association (Q2701)
2. collaboration with youth organizations (Q2702)
3. collaboration with women's organizations (Q2703)
6. personal connections as a request method (Q2506)
7. other request methods (Q2507)
level of NHA influence on local governement (q2600r)
Q26．Do you think your NHA can influence local (central) government’s decision making?
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Freq. %
0 No 357 59.3
1 Yes 244 40.5
EN 601 99.8
N-EN 1 .2
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 333 55.3
1 Yes 268 44.5
EN 601 99.8
N-EN 1 .2
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 169 28.1
1 Yes 433 71.9
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 331 55.0
1 Yes 271 45.0
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 554 92.0
1 Yes 48 8.0
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 336 55.8
1 Yes 266 44.2
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 380 63.1
1 Yes 222 36.9
N 602 100.0
6. collaboration with law enforcement agencies (Q2706)
7. collaboration with Uzbek NPOs (Q2707)
8. collaboration with overseas NPOs (Q2708)
9. collaboration with local chamber of commerce (Q2709)
10. collaboration with farmers' associations (Q2710)
4. collaboration with religious groups (Q2704)
5. collaboration with sports associations (Q2705)
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Freq. %
0 No 285 47.3
1 Yes 317 52.7
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 452 75.1
1 Yes 150 24.9
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 453 75.2
1 Yes 149 24.8
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 150 24.9
1 Yes 452 75.1
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 299 49.7
1 Yes 300 49.8
EN 599 99.5
N-EN 3 .5
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 383 63.6
1 Yes 217 36.0
EN 600 99.7
N-EN 2 .3
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 484 80.4
1 Yes 116 19.3
EN 600 99.7
N-EN 2 .3
N 602 100.0
16. collaboration with disabled persons' groups (Q2716)
17. collaboration with volunteer groups (Q2717)
11. collaboration with medical units (Q2711)
12. collaboration with corporations, factories (Q2712)
13. collaboration with trade unions (Q2713)
14. collaboration with government bodies (Q2714)
15. collaboration with environmental groups (Q2715)
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Freq. %
0 No 372 61.8
1 Yes 228 37.9
EN 600 99.7
N-EN 2 .3
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 277 46.0
1 Yes 323 53.7
EN 600 99.7
N-EN 2 .3
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 329 54.7
1 Yes 271 45.0
EN 600 99.7
N-EN 2 .3
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 541 89.9
1 Yes 39 6.5
EN 580 96.3
N-EN 22 3.7
N 602 100.0
21. collaboration with other organizations (Q2721)
18. collaboration with media (Q2718)
19. collaboration with education institutions (Q2719)
20. collaboration with cultural organizations (Q2720)
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Freq. %
1 children's association 71 11.8
2 youth organizations 149 24.8
3 women's organizations 35 5.8
4 religious groups 22 3.7
5 sports associations 15 2.5
6 law enforcement agencies 96 15.9
7 Uzbek NPOs 5 .8
8 overseas NPOs 1 .2
9 local chamber of commerce 16 2.7
10 farmers' associations 14 2.3
11 medical units 13 2.2
13 trade unions 2 .3
14 government bodies 42 7.0
15 environmental groups 22 3.7
16 disabled persons' groups 9 1.5
17 volunteer groups 2 .3
18 media 7 1.2
19 education institutions 7 1.2
20 cultural organizations 6 1.0
21 other organizations 1 .2
EN 535 88.9
N-EN 67 11.1
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 children's association 7 1.2
2 youth organizations 54 9.0
3 women's organizations 56 9.3
4 religious groups 32 5.3
5 sports associations 22 3.7
6 law enforcement agencies 117 19.4
7 Uzbek NPOs 16 2.7
8 overseas NPOs 6 1.0
9 local chamber of commerce 37 6.1
10 farmers' associations 28 4.7
11 medical units 42 7.0
12 corporations, factories 14 2.3
13 trade unions 8 1.3
14 government bodies 32 5.3
15 environmental groups 17 2.8
16 disabled persons' groups 5 .8
17 volunteer groups 6 1.0
18 media 18 3.0
19 education institutions 14 2.3
20 cultural organizations 7 1.2
EN 538 89.4
N-EN 64 10.6
N 602 100.0
Q28．Among the answers in Q27, please identify four organizations with which your NHA collaborates the most.
the most collaborating organization No.1 (q2801r)
the most collaborating organization No.2 (q2802r)
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Freq. %
1 children's association 5 .8
2 youth organizations 11 1.8
3 women's organizations 36 6.0
4 religious groups 14 2.3
5 sports associations 19 3.2
6 law enforcement agencies 45 7.5
7 Uzbek NPOs 6 1.0
8 overseas NPOs 4 .7
9 local chamber of commerce 13 2.2
10 farmers' associations 38 6.3
11 medical units 52 8.6
12 corporations, factories 20 3.3
13 trade unions 8 1.3
14 government bodies 105 17.4
15 environmental groups 40 6.6
16 disabled persons' groups 12 2.0
17 volunteer groups 14 2.3
18 media 23 3.8
19 education institutions 27 4.5
20 cultural organizations 21 3.5
21 other organizations 1 .2
EN 514 85.4
N-EN 88 14.6
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 children's association 5 .8
2 youth organizations 17 2.8
3 women's organizations 9 1.5
4 religious groups 23 3.8
5 sports associations 13 2.2
6 law enforcement agencies 21 3.5
7 Uzbek NPOs 8 1.3
8 overseas NPOs 2 .3
9 local chamber of commerce 16 2.7
10 farmers' associations 7 1.2
11 medical units 27 4.5
12 corporations, factories 4 .7
13 trade unions 6 1.0
14 government bodies 62 10.3
15 environmental groups 41 6.8
16 disabled persons' groups 26 4.3
17 volunteer groups 9 1.5
18 media 29 4.8
19 education institutions 94 15.6
20 cultural organizations 42 7.0
21 other organizations 3 .5
EN 464 77.1
N-EN 138 22.9
N 602 100.0
the most collaborating organization No.4 (q2804r)
the most collaborating organization No.3 (q2803r)
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A. NHA provides information
Freq. %
1 NHA provides info to children's association 47 7.8
2 NHA provides info to youth organizations 71 11.8
3 NHA provides info to women's organizations 19 3.2
4 NHA provides info to religious groups 12 2.0
5 NHA provides info to sports associations 3 .5
6 NHA provides info to law enforcement agencies 59 9.8
7 NHA provides info to Uzbek NPOs 7 1.2
9 NHA provides info to local chamber of commerce 4 .7
10 NHA provides info to farmers' associations 9 1.5
11 NHA provides info to medical units 5 .8
12 NHA provides info to corporations, factories 4 .7
13 NHA provides info to trade unions 3 .5
14 NHA provides info to government bodies 67 11.1
15 NHA provides info to environmental groups 16 2.7
16 NHA provides info to disabled persons' groups 5 .8
17 NHA provides info to volunteer groups 4 .7
18 NHA provides info to media 18 3.0
19 NHA provides info to education institutions 7 1.2
20 NHA provides info to cultural organizations 4 .7
EN 364 60.5
N-EN 238 39.5
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 NHA provides info to children's association 4 .7
2 NHA provides info to youth organizations 41 6.8
3 NHA provides info to women's organizations 25 4.2
4 NHA provides info to religious groups 14 2.3
5 NHA provides info to sports associations 10 1.7
6 NHA provides info to law enforcement agencies 70 11.6
7 NHA provides info to Uzbek NPOs 7 1.2
8 NHA provides info to overseas NPOs 3 .5
9 NHA provides info to local chamber of commerce 10 1.7
10 NHA provides info to farmers' associations 15 2.5
11 NHA provides info to medical units 19 3.2
12 NHA provides info to corporations, factories 6 1.0
13 NHA provides info to trade unions 4 .7
14 NHA provides info to government bodies 31 5.1
15 NHA provides info to environmental groups 10 1.7
16 NHA provides info to disabled persons' groups 4 .7
17 NHA provides info to volunteer groups 5 .8
18 NHA provides info to media 11 1.8
19 NHA provides info to education institutions 11 1.8
20 NHA provides info to cultural organizations 4 .7
21 NHA provides info to other organizations 1 .2
EN 305 50.7
N-EN 297 49.3
N 602 100.0
Q29．Among the answers in Q.27, list up to five groups that fit the following descriptions（A～D）.
organization No.1 to which NHA provides info (q2911r)
organization No.2 to which NHA provides info (q2912r)
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Freq. %
2 NHA provides info to youth organizations 13 2.2
3 NHA provides info to women's organizations 28 4.7
4 NHA provides info to religious groups 20 3.3
5 NHA provides info to sports associations 4 .7
6 NHA provides info to law enforcement agencies 32 5.3
7 NHA provides info to Uzbek NPOs 7 1.2
8 NHA provides info to overseas NPOs 4 .7
9 NHA provides info to local chamber of commerce 9 1.5
10 NHA provides info to farmers' associations 11 1.8
11 NHA provides info to medical units 27 4.5
12 NHA provides info to corporations, factories 6 1.0
13 NHA provides info to trade unions 2 .3
14 NHA provides info to government bodies 44 7.3
15 NHA provides info to environmental groups 14 2.3
16 NHA provides info to disabled persons' groups 7 1.2
17 NHA provides info to volunteer groups 11 1.8
18 NHA provides info to media 11 1.8
19 NHA provides info to education institutions 11 1.8
20 NHA provides info to cultural organizations 10 1.7
21 NHA provides info to other organizations 1 .2
EN 272 45.2
N-EN 330 54.8
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 NHA provides info to children's association 5 .8
2 NHA provides info to youth organizations 8 1.3
3 NHA provides info to women's organizations 9 1.5
4 NHA provides info to religious groups 14 2.3
5 NHA provides info to sports associations 7 1.2
6 NHA provides info to law enforcement agencies 11 1.8
9 NHA provides info to local chamber of commerce 8 1.3
10 NHA provides info to farmers' associations 5 .8
11 NHA provides info to medical units 21 3.5
12 NHA provides info to corporations, factories 6 1.0
13 NHA provides info to trade unions 7 1.2
14 NHA provides info to government bodies 37 6.1
15 NHA provides info to environmental groups 17 2.8
16 NHA provides info to disabled persons' groups 3 .5
17 NHA provides info to volunteer groups 6 1.0
18 NHA provides info to media 5 .8
19 NHA provides info to education institutions 27 4.5
20 NHA provides info to cultural organizations 28 4.7
21 NHA provides info to other organizations 2 .3
EN 226 37.5
N-EN 376 62.5
N 602 100.0
organization No.3 to which NHA provides info (q2913)
organization No.4 to which NHA provides info (q2914)
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Freq. %
2 NHA provides info to youth organizations 4 .7
3 NHA provides info to women's organizations 4 .7
4 NHA provides info to religious groups 6 1.0
5 NHA provides info to sports associations 5 .8
6 NHA provides info to law enforcement agencies 10 1.7
9 NHA provides info to local chamber of commerce 1 .2
10 NHA provides info to farmers' associations 4 .7
11 NHA provides info to medical units 14 2.3
12 NHA provides info to corporations, factories 3 .5
13 NHA provides info to trade unions 2 .3
14 NHA provides info to government bodies 11 1.8
15 NHA provides info to environmental groups 7 1.2
16 NHA provides info to disabled persons' groups 17 2.8
17 NHA provides info to volunteer groups 3 .5
18 NHA provides info to media 19 3.2
19 NHA provides info to education institutions 22 3.7
20 NHA provides info to cultural organizations 18 3.0
21 NHA provides info to other organizations 1 .2
EN 151 25.1
N-EN 451 74.9
N 602 100.0
B. Groups that provide NHA with information
Freq. %
1 children's association provides info to NHA 13 2.2
2 youth organizations provide info to NHA 16 2.7
3 women's organizations provide info to NHA 7 1.2
4 religious groups provide info to NHA 3 .5
5 sports associations provide info to NHA 13 2.2
6 law enforcement agencies provide info to NHA 33 5.5
7 Uzbek NPOs provide info to NHA 7 1.2
8 overseas NPOs provide info to NHA 1 .2
9 local chamber of commerce provides info to NHA 4 .7
10 farmers' associations provide info to NHA 12 2.0
11 medical units provide info to NHA 14 2.3
12 corporations, factories provide info to NHA 3 .5
13 trade unions provide info to NHA 3 .5
14 government bodies provide info to NHA 28 4.7
15 environmental groups provide info to NHA 6 1.0
16 disabled persons' groups provide info to NHA 10 1.7
17 volunteer groups provide info to NHA 3 .5
18 media provides info to NHA 76 12.6
19 education institutions provide info to NHA 2 .3
20 cultural organizations provide info to NHA 8 1.3
EN 262 43.5
N-EN 340 56.5
N 602 100.0
organization No.5 to which NHA provides info (q2915)
organization No.1 that provides info to NHA (q2921r)
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Freq. %
1 children's association provides info to NHA 1 .2
2 youth organizations provide info to NHA 12 2.0
3 women's organizations provide info to NHA 17 2.8
4 religious groups provide info to NHA 1 .2
5 sports associations provide info to NHA 7 1.2
6 law enforcement agencies provide info to NHA 20 3.3
7 Uzbek NPOs provide info to NHA 4 .7
8 overseas NPOs provide info to NHA 2 .3
9 local chamber of commerce provides info to NHA 12 2.0
10 farmers' associations provide info to NHA 10 1.7
11 medical units provide info to NHA 23 3.8
12 corporations, factories provide info to NHA 10 1.7
13 trade unions provide info to NHA 6 1.0
14 government bodies provide info to NHA 48 8.0
15 environmental groups provide info to NHA 14 2.3
16 disabled persons' groups provide info to NHA 10 1.7
17 volunteer groups provide info to NHA 7 1.2
18 media provides info to NHA 25 4.2
19 education institutions provide info to NHA 14 2.3
20 cultural organizations provide info to NHA 9 1.5
EN 252 41.9
N-EN 350 58.1
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 children's association provides info to NHA 7 1.2
2  youth organizations provide info to NHA 14 2.3
3 women's organizations provide info to NHA 14 2.3
4 religious groups provide info to NHA 3 .5
5 sports associations provide info to NHA 3 .5
6 law enforcement agencies provide info to NHA 16 2.7
7 Uzbek NPOs provide info to NHA 2 .3
8 overseas NPOs provide info to NHA 3 .5
9 local chamber of commerce provides info to NHA 4 .7
10 farmers' associations provide info to NHA 4 .7
11 medical units provide info to NHA 18 3.0
12 corporations, factories provide info to NHA 2 .3
13 trade unions provide info to NHA 6 1.0
14 government bodies provide info to NHA 23 3.8
15 environmental groups provide info to NHA 12 2.0
16 disabled persons' groups provide info to NHA 10 1.7
17 volunteer groups provide info to NHA 7 1.2
18 media provides info to NHA 9 1.5
19 education institutions provide info to NHA 11 1.8
20 cultural organizations provide info to NHA 11 1.8
21 other organizations provide info to NHA 1 .2
EN 180 29.9
N-EN 422 70.1
N 602 100.0
organization No.2 that provides info to NHA (q2922r)
organization No.3 that provides info to NHA (q2923)
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Freq. %
1 children's association provides info to NHA 3 .5
2 youth organizations provide info to NHA 7 1.2
3 women's organizations provide info to NHA 7 1.2
4 religious groups provide info to NHA 5 .8
5 sports associations provide info to NHA 3 .5
6 law enforcement agencies provide info to NHA 6 1.0
7 Uzbek NPOs provide info to NHA 2 .3
9 local chamber of commerce provides info to NHA 5 .8
11 medical units provide info to NHA 13 2.2
12 corporations, factories provide info to NHA 6 1.0
13 trade unions provide info to NHA 4 .7
14 government bodies provide info to NHA 13 2.2
15 environmental groups provide info to NHA 8 1.3
16 disabled persons' groups provide info to NHA 9 1.5
17 volunteer groups provide info to NHA 8 1.3
18 media provides info to NHA 6 1.0
19 education institutions provide info to NHA 10 1.7
20 cultural organizations provide info to NHA 5 .8
21 other organizations provide info to NHA 1 .2
EN 121 20.1
N-EN 481 79.9
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 children's association provides info to NHA 2 .3
2 youth organizations provide info to NHA 7 1.2
3 women's organizations provide info to NHA 1 .2
4 religious groups provide info to NHA 1 .2
5 sports associations provide info to NHA 3 .5
6 law enforcement agencies provide info to NHA 2 .3
8 overseas NPOs provide info to NHA 1 .2
9 local chamber of commerce provides info to NHA 5 .8
10 farmers' associations provide info to NHA 1 .2
11 medical units provide info to NHA 4 .7
12 corporations, factories provide info to NHA 1 .2
13 trade unions provide info to NHA 5 .8
14 government bodies provide info to NHA 10 1.7
15 environmental groups provide info to NHA 10 1.7
16 disabled persons' groups provide info to NHA 2 .3
18 media provides info to NHA 4 .7
19 education institutions provide info to NHA 18 3.0
20 cultural organizations provide info to NHA 10 1.7
21 other organizations provide info to NHA 2 .3
EN 89 14.8
N-EN 513 85.2
N 602 100.0
organization No.4 that provides info to NHA (q2924r)
organization No.5 that provides info to NHA (q2925)
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C. NHA provides financial assistance
Freq. %
1 NHA provides financial assistance to children's association 16 2.7
2 NHA provides financial assistance to youth organizations 22 3.7
3 NHA provides financial assistance to women's organizations 14 2.3
4 NHA provides financial assistance to religious groups 10 1.7
5 NHA provides financial assistance to sports associations 1 .2
6 NHA provides financial assistance to law enforcement agencies 6 1.0
7 NHA provides financial assistance to Uzbek NPOs 1 .2
8 NHA provides financial assistance to overseas NPOs 1 .2
9 NHA provides financial assistance to local chamber of commerce 7 1.2
10 NHA provides financial assistance to farmers' associations 8 1.3
11 NHA provides financial assistance to medical units 6 1.0
12 NHA provides financial assistance to corporations, factories 8 1.3
13 NHA provides financial assistance to trade unions 1 .2
14 NHA provides financial assistance to government bodies 21 3.5
15 NHA provides financial assistance to environmental groups 11 1.8
16 NHA provides financial assistance to disabled persons' groups 46 7.6
17 NHA provides financial assistance to volunteer groups 3 .5
18 NHA provides financial assistance to media 3 .5
19 NHA provides financial assistance to education institutions 3 .5
20 NHA provides financial assistance to cultural organizations 3 .5
21 NHA provides financial assistance to other organizations 1 .2
EN 192 31.9
N-EN 410 68.1
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 NHA provides financial assistance to children's association 3 .5
2 NHA provides financial assistance to youth organizations 12 2.0
3 NHA provides financial assistance to women's organizations 4 .7
4 NHA provides financial assistance to religious groups 8 1.3
5 NHA provides financial assistance to sports associations 5 .8
6 NHA provides financial assistance to law enforcement agencies 6 1.0
7 NHA provides financial assistance to Uzbek NPOs 2 .3
9 NHA provides financial assistance to local chamber of commerce 8 1.3
10 NHA provides financial assistance to farmers' associations 14 2.3
11 NHA provides financial assistance to medical units 7 1.2
12 NHA provides financial assistance to corporations, factories 8 1.3
13 NHA provides financial assistance to trade unions 5 .8
14 NHA provides financial assistance to government bodies 7 1.2
15 NHA provides financial assistance to environmental groups 9 1.5
16 NHA provides financial assistance to disabled persons' groups 15 2.5
17 NHA provides financial assistance to volunteer groups 18 3.0
18 NHA provides financial assistance to media 15 2.5
19 NHA provides financial assistance to education institutions 17 2.8
20 NHA provides financial assistance to cultural organizations 10 1.7
EN 173 28.7
N-EN 429 71.3
N 602 100.0
organization No.1 to which NHA provides financial assistance (q2931r)
organization No.2 to which NHA provides financial assistance (q2932r)
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Freq. %
1 NHA provides financial assistance to children's association 2 .3
2 NHA provides financial assistance to youth organizations 2 .3
3 NHA provides financial assistance to women's organizations 7 1.2
4 NHA provides financial assistance to religious groups 3 .5
5 NHA provides financial assistance to sports associations 8 1.3
6 NHA provides financial assistance to law enforcement agencies 3 .5
7 NHA provides financial assistance to Uzbek NPOs 3 .5
8 NHA provides financial assistance to overseas NPOs 1 .2
9 NHA provides financial assistance to local chamber of commerce 11 1.8
10 NHA provides financial assistance to farmers' associations 6 1.0
11 NHA provides financial assistance to medical units 9 1.5
12 NHA provides financial assistance to corporations, factories 5 .8
13 NHA provides financial assistance to trade unions 1 .2
14 NHA provides financial assistance to government bodies 13 2.2
15 NHA provides financial assistance to environmental groups 2 .3
16 NHA provides financial assistance to disabled persons' groups 15 2.5
17 NHA provides financial assistance to volunteer groups 3 .5
18 NHA provides financial assistance to media 4 .7
19 NHA provides financial assistance to education institutions 23 3.8
20 NHA provides financial assistance to cultural organizations 22 3.7
EN 143 23.8
N-EN 459 76.2
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 NHA provides financial assistance to children's association 17 2.8
2 NHA provides financial assistance to youth organizations 5 .8
3 NHA provides financial assistance to women's organizations 5 .8
4 NHA provides financial assistance to religious groups 4 .7
6 NHA provides financial assistance to law enforcement agencies 6 1.0
7 NHA provides financial assistance to Uzbek NPOs 1 .2
8 NHA provides financial assistance to overseas NPOs 1 .2
9 NHA provides financial assistance to local chamber of commerce 1 .2
11 NHA provides financial assistance to medical units 4 .7
12 NHA provides financial assistance to corporations, factories 1 .2
13 NHA provides financial assistance to trade unions 3 .5
14 NHA provides financial assistance to government bodies 12 2.0
15 NHA provides financial assistance to environmental groups 2 .3
16 NHA provides financial assistance to disabled persons' groups 6 1.0
17 NHA provides financial assistance to volunteer groups 4 .7
18 NHA provides financial assistance to media 5 .8
19 NHA provides financial assistance to education institutions 4 .7
20 NHA provides financial assistance to cultural organizations 9 1.5
EN 90 15.0
N-EN 512 85.0
N 602 100.0
organization No.3 to which NHA provides financial assistance (q2933r)
organization No.4 to which NHA provides financial assistance (q2934)
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Freq. %
1 NHA provides financial assistance to children's association 1 .2
2 NHA provides financial assistance to youth organizations 5 .8
3 NHA provides financial assistance to women's organizations 4 .7
4 NHA provides financial assistance to religious groups 2 .3
5 NHA provides financial assistance to sports associations 1 .2
7 NHA provides financial assistance to Uzbek NPOs 3 .5
9 NHA provides financial assistance to local chamber of commerce 2 .3
10 NHA provides financial assistance to farmers' associations 2 .3
11 NHA provides financial assistance to medical units 4 .7
12 NHA provides financial assistance to corporations, factories 3 .5
13 NHA provides financial assistance to trade unions 1 .2
14 NHA provides financial assistance to government bodies 4 .7
15 NHA provides financial assistance to environmental groups 12 2.0
16 NHA provides financial assistance to disabled persons' groups 8 1.3
17 NHA provides financial assistance to volunteer groups 1 .2
19 NHA provides financial assistance to education institutions 5 .8
20 NHA provides financial assistance to cultural organizations 4 .7
EN 62 10.3
N-EN 540 89.7
N 602 100.0
D. Groups that provide NHA with financial assistance
Freq. %
1 children's association provides financial assistance to NHA 3 .5
2 youth organizations provide financial assistance to NHA 18 3.0
3 women's organizations provide financial assistance to NHA 4 .7
4 religious groups provide financial assistance to NHA 3 .5
5 sports associations provide financial assistance to NHA 5 .8
6 law enforcement agencies provide financial assistance to NHA 4 .7
7 Uzbek NPOs provide financial assistance to NHA 5 .8
8 overseas NPOs provide financial assistance to NHA 2 .3
9 local chamber of commerce provides financial assistance to NHA 43 7.1
10 farmers' associations provide financial assistance to NHA 16 2.7
11 medical units provide financial assistance to NHA 4 .7
12 corporations, factories provide financial assistance to NHA 13 2.2
13 trade unions provide financial assistance to NHA 6 1.0
14 government bodies provide financial assistance to NHA 87 14.5
15 environmental groups provide financial assistance to NHA 4 .7
16 disabled persons' groups provide financial assistance to NHA 4 .7
17 volunteer groups provide financial assistance to NHA 2 .3
18 media provides financial assistance to NHA 1 .2
19 education institutions provide financial assistance to NHA 5 .8
20 cultural organizations provide financial assistance to NHA 5 .8
21 other organizations provide financial assistance to NHA 2 .3
EN 236 39.2
N-EN 366 60.8
N 602 100.0
organization No.5 to which NHA provides financial assistance (q2935)
organization No.1 that provides financial assistance to NHA (q2941r)
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Freq. %
1 children's association provides financial assistance to NHA 4 .7
2 youth organizations provide financial assistance to NHA 5 .8
3 women's organizations provide financial assistance to NHA 4 .7
4 religious groups provide financial assistance to NHA 3 .5
5 sports associations provide financial assistance to NHA 5 .8
6 law enforcement agencies provide financial assistance to NHA 5 .8
7 Uzbek NPOs provide financial assistance to NHA 8 1.3
8 overseas NPOs provide financial assistance to NHA 2 .3
9 local chamber of commerce provides financial assistance to NHA 13 2.2
10 farmers' associations provide financial assistance to NHA 28 4.7
11 medical units provide financial assistance to NHA 7 1.2
12 corporations, factories provide financial assistance to NHA 22 3.7
13 trade unions provide financial assistance to NHA 4 .7
14 government bodies provide financial assistance to NHA 33 5.5
15 environmental groups provide financial assistance to NHA 5 .8
16 disabled persons' groups provide financial assistance to NHA 4 .7
17 volunteer groups provide financial assistance to NHA 1 .2
18 media provides financial assistance to NHA 5 .8
19 education institutions provide financial assistance to NHA 4 .7
20 cultural organizations provide financial assistance to NHA 4 .7
EN 166 27.6
N-EN 436 72.4
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 children's association provides financial assistance to NHA 3 .5
2 youth organizations provide financial assistance to NHA 3 .5
3 women's organizations provide financial assistance to NHA 3 .5
4 religious groups provide financial assistance to NHA 4 .7
5 sports associations provide financial assistance to NHA 2 .3
6 law enforcement agencies provide financial assistance to NHA 5 .8
7 Uzbek NPOs provide financial assistance to NHA 1 .2
9 local chamber of commerce provides financial assistance to NHA 16 2.7
10 farmers' associations provide financial assistance to NHA 11 1.8
11 medical units provide financial assistance to NHA 4 .7
12 corporations, factories provide financial assistance to NHA 16 2.7
13 trade unions provide financial assistance to NHA 4 .7
14 government bodies provide financial assistance to NHA 14 2.3
15 environmental groups provide financial assistance to NHA 6 1.0
16 disabled persons' groups provide financial assistance to NHA 4 .7
17 volunteer groups provide financial assistance to NHA 2 .3
18 media provides financial assistance to NHA 1 .2
19 education institutions provide financial assistance to NHA 7 1.2
20 cultural organizations provide financial assistance to NHA 9 1.5
EN 115 19.1
N-EN 487 80.9
N 602 100.0
organization No.3 that provides financial assistance to NHA (q2943)
organization No.2 that provides financial assistance to NHA (q2942r)
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Freq. %
1 children's association provides financial assistance to NHA 4 .7
2 youth organizations provide financial assistance to NHA 6 1.0
3 women's organizations provide financial assistance to NHA 4 .7
5 sports associations provide financial assistance to NHA 5 .8
6 law enforcement agencies provide financial assistance to NHA 2 .3
9 local chamber of commerce provides financial assistance to NHA 3 .5
10 farmers' associations provide financial assistance to NHA 8 1.3
11 medical units provide financial assistance to NHA 2 .3
12 corporations, factories provide financial assistance to NHA 9 1.5
13 trade unions provide financial assistance to NHA 8 1.3
14 government bodies provide financial assistance to NHA 14 2.3
15 environmental groups provide financial assistance to NHA 8 1.3
16 disabled persons' groups provide financial assistance to NHA 10 1.7
17 volunteer groups provide financial assistance to NHA 2 .3
18 media provides financial assistance to NHA 5 .8
19 education institutions provide financial assistance to NHA 1 .2
20 cultural organizations provide financial assistance to NHA 8 1.3
21 other organizations provide financial assistance to NHA 1 .2
EN 100 16.6
N-EN 502 83.4
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
3 women's organizations provide financial assistance to NHA 4 .7
4 religious groups provide financial assistance to NHA 5 .8
5 sports associations provide financial assistance to NHA 3 .5
6 law enforcement agencies provide financial assistance to NHA 3 .5
7 Uzbek NPOs provide financial assistance to NHA 5 .8
9 local chamber of commerce provides financial assistance to NHA 3 .5
10 farmers' associations provide financial assistance to NHA 1 .2
12 corporations, factories provide financial assistance to NHA 6 1.0
13 trade unions provide financial assistance to NHA 3 .5
14 government bodies provide financial assistance to NHA 7 1.2
15 environmental groups provide financial assistance to NHA 5 .8
16 disabled persons' groups provide financial assistance to NHA 2 .3
17 volunteer groups provide financial assistance to NHA 2 .3
18 media provides financial assistance to NHA 1 .2
19 education institutions provide financial assistance to NHA 9 1.5
20 cultural organizations provide financial assistance to NHA 10 1.7
EN 69 11.5
N-EN 533 88.5
N 602 100.0
organization No.4 that provides financial assistance to NHA (q2944r)
organization No.5 that provides financial assistance to NHA (q2945)
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Freq. %
1 collaboration between NHA and civic groups  depends on the
finance
256 42.5
2 collaboration between NHA and civic groups stems from the aims
according to the NPOs statutes
277 46.0
3 collaboration between NHA and civic groups seems inefficient 33 5.5
EN 566 94.0
N-EN 36 6.0
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 343 57.0
1 Yes 254 42.2
EN 597 99.2
N-EN 5 .8
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 380 63.1
1 Yes 217 36.0
EN 597 99.2
N-EN 5 .8
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 481 79.9
1 Yes 115 19.1
EN 596 99.0
N-EN 6 1.0
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 succession of chairman's position goes smoothly 199 33.1
2 succession of chairman's position goes satisfactory 314 52.2
3 succession of chairman's position goes unsatisfactoy 50 8.3
EN 563 93.5
N-EN 39 6.5
N 602 100.0
Q30．What do you think about NHA’s collaboration with other civic groups such as NPOs?
collaboration with civic groups (q3000r)
1. problems can be solved in joint activity with other NPOs (Q3101)
2. tasks and puposes are decided in joint activity with other NPOs (Q3102)
3. joint activity is beneficial (Q3103)
A. smoothness of the chairman's succession (q3201r)
Q31．How would you evaluate your joint activity with other NPOs, if there is any?
Q32．In your NHA, how smoothly are the following activities carried out (A～G)?
　　　Circle the applicable number for each activity.
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Freq. %
1 interaction between old and new residents goes smoothly 210 34.9
2 interaction between old and new residents goes satisfactory 319 53.0
3 interaction between old and new residents goes unsatisfactoy 16 2.7
EN 545 90.5
N-EN 57 9.5
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 interaction between generations goes smoothly 218 36.2
2 interaction between generations goes satisfactory 303 50.3
3 interaction between generations goes unsatisfactoy 37 6.1
EN 558 92.7
N-EN 44 7.3
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 participation in activities goes smoothly 138 22.9
2 participation in activities goes satisfactory 355 59.0
3 participation in activities goes unsatisfactoy 59 9.8
EN 552 91.7
N-EN 50 8.3
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 financing NHA activities goes smoothly 114 18.9
2 financing NHA activities goes satisfactory 331 55.0
3 financing NHA activities goes unsatisfactoy 102 16.9
EN 547 90.9
N-EN 55 9.1
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 providing facilities for the events goes smoothly 126 20.9
2 providing facilities for the events goes satisfactory 351 58.3
3 providing facilities for the events goes unsatisfactoy 77 12.8
EN 554 92.0
N-EN 48 8.0
N 602 100.0
C. smoothness of the interaction between generations (q3203r)
D. smoothness of the members' participation in activities (q3204r)
E. smoothness of the financing NHA activities (q3205r)
F. smoothness of the providing facilities for the events (q3206)
B. smoothness of the interaction between new and old residents (q3202r)
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Freq. %
1 interaction with the goverment goes smoothly 170 28.2
2 interaction with the goverment goes satisfactory 328 54.5
3 interaction with the goverment goes unsatisfactoy 62 10.3
EN 560 93.0
N-EN 42 7.0
N 602 100.0
(a) Level of significance
Freq. %
1 very important 264 43.9
2 important 259 43.0
3 average 63 10.5
4 not very important 10 1.7
5 none 0 .0
EN 596 99.0
N-EN 6 1.0
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 very important 133 22.1
2 important 316 52.5
3 average 117 19.4
4 not very important 5 .8
5 none 3 .5
EN 574 95.3
N-EN 28 4.7
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 very important 138 22.9
2 important 327 54.3
3 average 104 17.3
4 not very important 7 1.2
5 none 4 .7
EN 580 96.3
N-EN 22 3.7
N 602 100.0
G. smoothness of the interaction with the goverment (q3207r)
A. the significance of local government's subsidies to NHA (q33a01r)
B. the significance of local government's provision with info (q33a02r)
C. the significance of local government's responses to requests (q33a03r)
Q33．Tell us about your levels of (a) significance and (b) satisfaction regarding local government supports to
your NHA.
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Freq. %
1 very important 139 23.1
2 important 304 50.5
3 average 119 19.8
4 not very important 12 2.0
5 none 6 1.0
EN 580 96.3
N-EN 22 3.7
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 very important 237 39.4
2 important 256 42.5
3 average 93 15.4
4 not very important 6 1.0
5 none 3 .5
EN 595 98.8
N-EN 7 1.2
N 602 100.0
(b) level of satisfaction
Freq. %
1 very satisfied 52 8.6
2 satisfied 223 37.0
3 average 228 37.9
4 not very satisfied 42 7.0
5 none 29 4.8
EN 574 95.3
N-EN 28 4.7
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 very satisfied 51 8.5
2 satisfied 246 40.9
3 average 234 38.9
4 not very satisfied 33 5.5
5 none 3 .5
EN 567 94.2
N-EN 35 5.8
N 602 100.0
E. the significance of local government's support to NHA in general (q33a05)
A. the satisfaction of local government's subsidies to NHA (q33b01r)
B. the satisfaction of local government's provision with info (q33b02r)
D. the significance of local government's provision of a stage for discussing problems (q33a04r)
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Freq. %
1 very satisfied 50 8.3
2 satisfied 256 42.5
3 average 226 37.5
4 not very satisfied 26 4.3
5 none 7 1.2
EN 565 93.9
N-EN 37 6.1
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 very satisfied 43 7.1
2 satisfied 231 38.4
3 average 246 40.9
4 not very satisfied 41 6.8
5 none 5 .8
EN 566 94.0
N-EN 36 6.0
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 very satisfied 50 8.3
2 satisfied 243 40.4
3 average 224 37.2
4 not very satisfied 38 6.3
5 none 19 3.2
EN 574 95.3
N-EN 28 4.7
N 602 100.0
(a) Level of significance
Freq. %
1 very important 284 47.2
2 important 243 40.4
3 average 64 10.6
4 not very important 2 .3
5 none 0 .0
EN 593 98.5
N-EN 9 1.5
N 602 100.0
C. the satisfaction of local government's responses to requests (q33b03r)
D. the satisfaction of local government's provision of a stage for discussing problems (q33b04r)
E. the satisfaction of local government's support to NHA in general (q33b05)
A. the significance of local government's development policies (q34a01r)
Q34．Tell us about your views on the (a) significance of and (b) your satisfaction with local government
policies.
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Freq. %
1 very important 105 17.4
2 important 357 59.3
3 average 106 17.6
4 not very important 6 1.0
5 none 3 .5
EN 577 95.8
N-EN 25 4.2
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 very important 287 47.7
2 important 217 36.0
3 average 66 11.0
4 not very important 3 .5
5 none 0 .0
EN 573 95.2
N-EN 29 4.8
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 very important 118 19.6
2 important 331 55.0
3 average 108 17.9
4 not very important 7 1.2
5 none 2 .3
EN 566 94.0
N-EN 36 6.0
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 very important 276 45.8
2 important 227 37.7
3 average 81 13.5
4 not very important 2 .3
5 none 2 .3
EN 588 97.7
N-EN 14 2.3
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 very important 198 32.9
2 important 294 48.8
3 average 84 14.0
4 not very important 4 .7
5 none 1 .2
EN 581 96.5
N-EN 21 3.5
N 602 100.0
D. the significance of local government's public facilities policies (q34a04r)
E. the significance of local government's medical policies (q34a05r)
F. the significance of local government's education policies (q34a06r)
B. the significance of local government's revitalization policies (q34a02r)
C. the significance of local government's safety policies (q34a03r)
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Freq. %
1 very important 174 28.9
2 important 302 50.2
3 average 93 15.4
4 not very important 3 .5
5 none 3 .5
EN 575 95.5
N-EN 27 4.5
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 very important 103 17.1
2 important 276 45.8
3 average 130 21.6
4 not very important 23 3.8
5 none 6 1.0
EN 538 89.4
N-EN 64 10.6
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 very important 128 21.3
2 important 320 53.2
3 average 121 20.1
4 not very important 8 1.3
5 none 2 .3
EN 579 96.2
N-EN 23 3.8
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 very important 122 20.3
2 important 282 46.8
3 average 125 20.8
4 not very important 13 2.2
5 none 5 .8
EN 547 90.9
N-EN 55 9.1
N 602 100.0
G. the significance of local government's environment policies (q34a07r)
H. the significance of local government's agricultural policies (q34a08r)
I. the significance of local government's business promotion policies (q34a09r)
J. the significance of local government's urban development policies (q34a10r)
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Freq. %
1 very important 89 14.8
2 important 246 40.9
3 average 146 24.3
4 not very important 39 6.5
5 none 11 1.8
EN 531 88.2
N-EN 71 11.8
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 very important 78 13.0
2 important 238 39.5
3 average 144 23.9
4 not very important 42 7.0
5 none 7 1.2
EN 509 84.6
N-EN 93 15.4
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 very important 40 6.6
2 important 113 18.8
3 average 94 15.6
4 not very important 10 1.7
5 none 13 2.2
EN 270 44.9
N-EN 332 55.1
N 602 100.0
(b) level of satisfaction
Freq. %
1 very satisfied 41 6.8
2 satisfied 207 34.4
3 average 231 38.4
4 not very satisfied 90 15.0
5 none 28 4.7
EN 597 99.2
N-EN 5 .8
N 602 100.0
M. the significance of local government's other policies (q34a13)
A. the satisfaction of local government's development policies (q34b01r)
K. the significance of local government's tourism policies (q34a11r)
L. the significance of local government's intl. exchange policies (q34a12r)
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Freq. %
1 very satisfied 47 7.8
2 satisfied 221 36.7
3 average 239 39.7
4 not very satisfied 38 6.3
5 none 20 3.3
EN 565 93.9
N-EN 37 6.1
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 very satisfied 52 8.6
2 satisfied 285 47.3
3 average 177 29.4
4 not very satisfied 34 5.6
5 none 17 2.8
EN 565 93.9
N-EN 37 6.1
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 very satisfied 37 6.1
2 satisfied 233 38.7
3 average 243 40.4
4 not very satisfied 44 7.3
5 none 5 .8
EN 562 93.4
N-EN 40 6.6
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 very satisfied 44 7.3
2 satisfied 226 37.5
3 average 236 39.2
4 not very satisfied 61 10.1
5 none 14 2.3
EN 581 96.5
N-EN 21 3.5
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 very satisfied 61 10.1
2 satisfied 236 39.2
3 average 241 40.0
4 not very satisfied 42 7.0
5 none 5 .8
EN 585 97.2
N-EN 17 2.8
N 602 100.0
B. the satisfaction of local government's revitalization policies (q34b02r)
C. the satisfaction of local government's safety policies (q34b03r)
D. the satisfaction of local government's public facilities policies (q34b04r)
E. the satisfaction of local government's medical policies (q34b05r)
F. the satisfaction of local government's education policies (q34b06)
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Freq. %
1 very satisfied 52 8.6
2 satisfied 195 32.4
3 average 219 36.4
4 not very satisfied 83 13.8
5 none 12 2.0
EN 561 93.2
N-EN 41 6.8
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 very satisfied 34 5.6
2 satisfied 207 34.4
3 average 241 40.0
4 not very satisfied 47 7.8
5 none 18 3.0
EN 547 90.9
N-EN 55 9.1
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 very satisfied 31 5.1
2 satisfied 239 39.7
3 average 251 41.7
4 not very satisfied 43 7.1
5 none 5 .8
EN 569 94.5
N-EN 33 5.5
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 very satisfied 52 8.6
2 satisfied 210 34.9
3 average 217 36.0
4 not very satisfied 69 11.5
5 none 17 2.8
EN 565 93.9
N-EN 37 6.1
N 602 100.0
I. the satisfaction of local government's business promotion policies (q34b09r)
J. the satisfaction of local government's urban development policies (q34b10)
G. the satisfaction of local government's environment policies (q34b07)
H. the satisfaction of local government's agricultural policies (q34b08r)
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Freq. %
1 very satisfied 38 6.3
2 satisfied 158 26.2
3 average 208 34.6
4 not very satisfied 74 12.3
5 none 54 9.0
EN 532 88.4
N-EN 70 11.6
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 very satisfied 36 6.0
2 satisfied 153 25.4
3 average 223 37.0
4 not very satisfied 62 10.3
5 none 46 7.6
EN 520 86.4
N-EN 82 13.6
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 very satisfied 29 4.8
2 satisfied 74 12.3
3 average 126 20.9
4 not very satisfied 13 2.2
5 none 15 2.5
EN 257 42.7
N-EN 345 57.3
N 602 100.0
Q 35. Your age.
Freq. %
1 18-30 years old 20 3.3
2 31-45 years old 120 19.9
3 46-60 years old 363 60.3
4 61- over years old 85 14.1
EN 588 97.7
N-EN 14 2.3
N 602 100.0
Q 36．Your gender.
Freq. %
1 male 398 66.1
2 female 172 28.6
EN 570 94.7
N-EN 32 5.3
N 602 100.0
K. q34b11r the satisfaction of local government's tourism policies
L. the satisfaction of local government's intl. exchange policies (q34b12)
M. the satisfaction of local government's other policies (q34b13)
interviewee's age (Q3500)
interviewee's gender (q3600r)
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Q 37.  Your nationality.
Freq. %
Karakalpak 24 4.0
Kazakh 14 2.3
Korean 1 .2
Russian 4 .7
Tajik 12 2.0
Tatar 7 1.2
Turkmen 2 .3
Uzbek 442 73.4
EN 506 84.1
N-EN 96 15.9
N 602 100.0
Q 38．Your educational background.
Freq. %
1 incomplete secondary education 4 .7
2 secondary education 14 2.3
3 secondary specialized education 144 23.9
4 incomplete higher education 70 11.6
5 higher education 333 55.3
EN 565 93.9
N-EN 37 6.1
N 602 100.0
Q 39．Since when have you been in charge of NHA?
Freq. %
1 -1989 5 .8
2 1990-1994 7 1.2
3 1995-1999 46 7.6
4 2000-2004 137 22.8
5 2005- 168 27.9
EN 363 60.3
N-EN 239 39.7
N 602 100.0
Q40． With what type of individuals do you usually interact?
Freq. %
0 No 284 47.2
1 Yes 315 52.3
EN 599 99.5
N-EN 3 .5
N 602 100.0
date of being elected (q3900r_c)
1. contacting with other NHA's chairmen (Q4001)
interviewee's nationality (Q3700C)
inteviewee's education (q3800r)
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Freq. %
0 No 431 71.6
1 Yes 167 27.7
EN 598 99.3
N-EN 4 .7
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 507 84.2
1 Yes 92 15.3
EN 599 99.5
N-EN 3 .5
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 484 80.4
1 Yes 115 19.1
EN 599 99.5
N-EN 3 .5
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 491 81.6
1 Yes 108 17.9
EN 599 99.5
N-EN 3 .5
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 544 90.4
1 Yes 55 9.1
EN 599 99.5
N-EN 3 .5
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 305 50.7
1 Yes 293 48.7
EN 598 99.3
N-EN 4 .7
N 602 100.0
2. contacting with coops directors (Q4002)
3. contacting with trade unions' directors (Q4003)
5. contacting with senior policial parties managers (Q4005)
6. contacting with Parliament representatives (Q4006)
7. contacting with local government senior officials (Q4007)
4. contacting with civic groups' directors (Q4004)
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Freq. %
0 No 418 69.4
1 Yes 180 29.9
EN 598 99.3
N-EN 4 .7
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
0 No 492 81.7
1 Yes 104 17.3
EN 596 99.0
N-EN 6 1.0
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 -9,999 5 .8
2 10,000-29,999 1 .2
3 30,000-49,999 0 .0
4 50,000-99,999 4 .7
5 100,000-299,999 8 1.3
6 300,000-999,999 28 4.7
7 1,000,000-1,999,999 11 1.8
8 2,000,000-9,999,999 5 .8
9 10,000,000-29,999,999 3 .5
10 30,000,000-99,999,999 3 .5
EN 68 11.3
N-EN 534 88.7
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 -9,999 7 1.2
2 10,000-29,999 1 .2
3 30,000-49,999 2 .3
4 50,000-99,999 0 .0
5 100,000-299,999 2 .3
6 300,000-999,999 9 1.5
7 1,000,000-1,999,999 7 1.2
8 2,000,000-9,999,999 12 2.0
9 10,000,000-29,999,999 10 1.7
10 30,000,000-99,999,999 4 .7
EN 54 9.0
N-EN 548 91.0
N 602 100.0
Q41. Please fill in the table regarding the NHA’s last year’s sources of income.
         Indicate the approximate amount (in Uzbekistani soum).
9. contacting with scientists, experts (Q4009)
overall income of the NHA (q4101r_c)
8. contacting with media representatives (Q4008)
government subsidies (q4102r_c)
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Freq. %
1 -9,999 3 .5
2 10,000-29,999 1 .2
3 30,000-49,999 0 .0
4 50,000-99,999 3 .5
5 100,000-299,999 6 1.0
6 300,000-999,999 13 2.2
7 1,000,000-1,999,999 3 .5
8 2,000,000-9,999,999 1 .2
9 10,000,000-29,999,999 0 .0
10 '30,000,000-99,999,999 0 .0
EN 30 5.0
N-EN 572 95.0
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 -9,999 2 .3
2 10,000-29,999 1 .2
3 30,000-49,999 1 .2
4 50,000-99,999 0 .0
5 100,000-299,999 7 1.2
6 300,000-999,999 11 1.8
7 1,000,000-1,999,999 4 .7
8 2,000,000-9,999,999 1 .2
9 10,000,000-29,999,999 1 .2
10 30,000,000-99,999,999 0 .0
EN 28 4.7
N-EN 574 95.3
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 -9,999 20 3.3
2 10,000-29,999 1 .2
3 30,000-49,999 2 .3
4 50,000-99,999 1 .2
5 100,000-299,999 8 1.3
6 300,000-999,999 14 2.3
7 1,000,000-1,999,999 21 3.5
8 2,000,000-9,999,999 20 3.3
9 10,000,000-29,999,999 3 .5
10 30,000,000-99,999,999 1 .2
EN 91 15.1
N-EN 511 84.9
N 602 100.0
A. general expenses (q4201r_c)
revenues from NHA's activities (q4103r_c)
income from other sources (q4104r_c)
Q42. Please provide the information regarding the overall expenditure and expenses related to your
performance (including those which are not associated to your actual functioning).  Indicate the approximate
amount (in Uzbekistani soum).
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Freq. %
1 -9,999 27 4.5
2 10,000-29,999 11 1.8
3 30,000-49,999 4 .7
4 50,000-99,999 8 1.3
5 100,000-299,999 27 4.5
6 300,000-999,999 18 3.0
7 1,000,000-1,999,999 5 .8
8 2,000,000-9,999,999 6 1.0
9 10,000,000-29,999,999 1 .2
10 30,000,000-99,999,999 0 .0
EN 107 17.8
N-EN 495 82.2
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 -9,999 32 5.3
2 10,000-29,999 8 1.3
3 30,000-49,999 8 1.3
4 50,000-99,999 6 1.0
5 100,000-299,999 27 4.5
6 300,000-999,999 32 5.3
7 1,000,000-1,999,999 3 .5
8 2,000,000-9,999,999 4 .7
9 10,000,000-29,999,999 2 .3
10 30,000,000-99,999,999 0 .0
EN 122 20.3
N-EN 480 79.7
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 -9,999 23 3.8
2 10,000-29,999 10 1.7
3 30,000-49,999 2 .3
4 50,000-99,999 14 2.3
5 100,000-299,999 21 3.5
6 300,000-999,999 15 2.5
7 1,000,000-1,999,999 0 .0
8 2,000,000-9,999,999 3 .5
9 10,000,000-29,999,999 0 .0
10 30,000,000-99,999,999 0 .0
EN 88 14.6
N-EN 514 85.4
N 602 100.0
B. cleaning expenses (q4202r_c)
C. public events expenses (q4203r_c)
D. recreation expenses (q4204r_c)
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Freq. %
1 -9,999 19 3.2
2 10,000-29,999 6 1.0
3 30,000-49,999 7 1.2
4 50,000-99,999 9 1.5
5 100,000-299,999 29 4.8
6 300,000-999,999 10 1.7
7 1,000,000-1,999,999 0 .0
8 2,000,000-9,999,999 4 .7
9 10,000,000-29,999,999 0 .0
10 30,000,000-99,999,999 0 .0
EN 84 14.0
N-EN 518 86.0
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 -9,999 31 5.1
2 10,000-29,999 4 .7
3 30,000-49,999 2 .3
4 50,000-99,999 9 1.5
5 100,000-299,999 21 3.5
6 300,000-999,999 23 3.8
7 1,000,000-1,999,999 11 1.8
8 2,000,000-9,999,999 7 1.2
9 10,000,000-29,999,999 1 .2
10 30,000,000-99,999,999 0 .0
EN 109 18.1
N-EN 493 81.9
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 -9,999 8 1.3
2 10,000-29,999 5 .8
3 30,000-49,999 4 .7
4 50,000-99,999 1 .2
5 100,000-299,999 14 2.3
6 300,000-999,999 3 .5
7 1,000,000-1,999,999 0 .0
8 2,000,000-9,999,999 1 .2
9 10,000,000-29,999,999 0 .0
10 30,000,000-99,999,999 0 .0
EN 36 6.0
N-EN 566 94.0
N 602 100.0
E. cultural activities expenses (q4205r_c)
F. expenses spent on vulnerable layers of society (q4206r_c)
G. crime prevention expenses (q4207r_c)
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Freq. %
1 -9,999 8 1.3
2 10,000-29,999 5 .8
3 30,000-49,999 1 .2
4 50,000-99,999 7 1.2
5 100,000-299,999 14 2.3
6 300,000-999,999 1 .2
7 1,000,000-1,999,999 1 .2
8 2,000,000-9,999,999 1 .2
9 10,000,000-29,999,999 0 .0
10 30,000,000-99,999,999 0 .0
EN 38 6.3
N-EN 564 93.7
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 -9,999 10 1.7
2 10,000-29,999 4 .7
3 30,000-49,999 4 .7
4 50,000-99,999 7 1.2
5 100,000-299,999 12 2.0
6 300,000-999,999 2 .3
7 1,000,000-1,999,999 0 .0
8 2,000,000-9,999,999 1 .2
9 10,000,000-29,999,999 0 .0
10 30,000,000-99,999,999 0 .0
EN 40 6.6
N-EN 562 93.4
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 -9,999 3 .5
2 10,000-29,999 3 .5
3 30,000-49,999 9 1.5
4 50,000-99,999 0 .0
5 100,000-299,999 8 1.3
6 300,000-999,999 1 .2
7 1,000,000-1,999,999 2 .3
8 2,000,000-9,999,999 1 .2
9 10,000,000-29,999,999 0 .0
10 30,000,000-99,999,999 0 .0
EN 27 4.5
N-EN 575 95.5
N 602 100.0
H. disaster prevention expenses (q4208r_c)
I. provision of public services expenses (q4209r_c)
J. other expenses (q4210_c)
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Freq. %
1 NHA's level of trust towards local government is very high 189 31.4
2 NHA's level of trust towards local government is high 314 52.2
3 NHA's level of trust towards local government is not high 39 6.5
4 NHA's level of trust towards local government is none 23 3.8
EN 565 93.9
N-EN 37 6.1
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 NHA's level of trust towards local politicians is very high 113 18.8
2 NHA's level of trust towards local politicians is high 344 57.1
3 NHA's level of trust towards local politicians is not high 68 11.3
4 NHA's level of trust towards local politicians is none 22 3.7
EN 547 90.9
N-EN 55 9.1
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 NHA's level of trust towards national government is very high 179 29.7
2 NHA's level of trust towards national government is high 316 52.5
3 NHA's level of trust towards national government is not high 45 7.5
4 NHA's level of trust towards national government is none 19 3.2
EN 559 92.9
N-EN 43 7.1
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 NHA's level of trust towards parties, politicians is very high 96 15.9
2 NHA's level of trust towards parties, politicians is high 333 55.3
3 NHA's level of trust towards parties, politicians is not high 92 15.3
4 NHA's level of trust towards parties, politicians is none 26 4.3
EN 547 90.9
N-EN 55 9.1
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 NHA's level of trust towards courts is very high 119 19.8
2 NHA's level of trust towards courts is high 347 57.6
3 NHA's level of trust towards courts is not high 65 10.8
4 NHA's level of trust towards courts is none 28 4.7
EN 559 92.9
N-EN 43 7.1
N 602 100.0
D. the level of trust to the parties (q4304r)
E. the level of trust to the courts (q4305r)
A. the level of trust to the local government (q4301r)
B. the level of trust to the local politicians (q4302)
C. the level of trust to the national government (q4303r)
Q43．Could you define the level of trust of your NHA to the following institutions (A～F)?
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Freq. %
1 NHA's level of trust towards police is very high 134 22.3
2 NHA's level of trust towards police is high 349 58.0
3 NHA's level of trust towards police is not high 56 9.3
4 NHA's level of trust towards police is none 23 3.8
EN 562 93.4
N-EN 40 6.6
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 NHA's level of trust towards mass media is very high 95 15.8
2 NHA's level of trust towards mass media is high 344 57.1
3 NHA's level of trust towards mass media is not high 85 14.1
4 NHA's level of trust towards mass media is none 29 4.8
EN 553 91.9
N-EN 49 8.1
N 602 100.0
Freq. %
1 NHA's level of trust towards civic groups is very high 104 17.3
2 NHA's level of trust towards civic groups is high 326 54.2
3 NHA's level of trust towards civic groups is not high 88 14.6
4 NHA's level of trust towards civic groups is none 38 6.3
EN 556 92.4
N-EN 46 7.6
N 602 100.0
F. the level of trust to the police (q4306r)
G. the level of trust to the mass media (q4307r)
H. the level of trust to the civic groups (q4308r)
76
  
 
 
 
  
Ⅲ．調査票 
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Ⅰ．Questions on your neighborhood association (NHA)  
Q１．When was your NHA first established?  
・------------- 
・I do not know 
Q２．As of today, how many households are there within your neighborhood? (the 
number of households in figures). Also, if there are subgroups affiliated with 
the NHA (such as the children’s group, etc.) please write their names and 
number of their members. 
   １. ------------------------------------------------------------------ 
２. I do not know. 
 
Q３．What type of activity (ies) is (are) carried out within the framework of managing 
NHAs (including those carried out particularly within the framework of 
independent organizations)? 
Q４．How did you choose the Chairman (Chairwoman) of the NHA? 
１．Nominated by the local executive authorities  
２．Chosen by the general Council of NHA  
３．Appointed during the NHA’s meeting 
４．Others〔       〕 
Q５．How many times were the general meetings of the NHA held last year?  
 
 
Q６．Among the following, which ones are the most important functions of the NHA? 
Please pick two or three choices. 
１．To promote mutual friendship within the neighborhood  
２．To manage living environment of the neighborhood  
３．To deal with issues of the neighborhood independently 
４．To assist the local government 
５．To influence on the local government 
６．Others〔        〕 
折り目 
折り目 
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Q７. How would you describe the interactions among residents of the neighborhood 
during the last five years?  
１．Interactions among residents are as sincere, kind and friendly as they used to be   
２．Neighborhood relations are of official character and each family lives its own life  
３．Relations are much better than they used to be in the past 
４．Relations are much worse than they used to be in the past 
 
Q８． Approximately how many residents are living in your neighborhood?  
----------------- 
And, how has it changed compared to the situation five years ago? 
１．Increasing 
２．Slightly increasing  ４．Slightly decreasing 
３．No change   ５．Decreasing 
Q9．Today, how would you describe the composition of the households in your 
neighborhood?  
１．Young families with child/children 
２．Nuclear families with children 
３．Extended families with multiple generations 
４．Couples only  
５．Single person households (orphans, elderly, etc.) 
６．Families of foreigners 
７．Families in need of social protection (handicapped, poor, etc.) 
８．Incomplete families (divorced, separated, widow, etc.) 
９．Families temporarily regarded as incomplete (due to different reasons 
such as for example economic migration) 
 
Q10．How do you describe your neighborhood?  Please pick the top three/four from 
the following. 
１．Based on agriculture, forestry, and fishery    
２．Industrial-Production based (Many factories)    
３．Many business offices  
４．Many stores 
５．Many multifamily housings 
６．Many single family housings 
７．Many schools and research institutions 
８．Others〔          〕  
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Q11．How would you describe the environment of the neighborhood? Rate your 
neighborhood on the following issues by circling the applicable number. 
 
Rating 
 
    Issues 
excellent good satisfactory poor 
A. Living comfort  
(quiet, clean, environmentally good, etc.) 
4 3 2 1 
B. Living convenience  
(availability of stores, medical institutions, etc. ) 
4 3 2 1 
C. Traffic convenience 
 (availability of public transportation, streets, etc.)  
4 3 2 1 
D. Living safety 
 (traffic safety, crime/disaster prevention, etc.) 
4 3 2 1 
E．Place full of historical and architectural monuments  4 3 2 1 
F．General environment compared to the situation five 
years ago 
4 3 2 1 
Q12．Generally speaking, how would you describe the interaction of the residence 
with each other? 
 
１．Cooperate with each other actively 
２．Cooperate with each other only on the needs of daily life  
３．Minimum level (greetings level) 
４．No interaction at all 
５．Interactions are based on customs and traditions 
Q13.  Do you think the residents are active in your neighborhood?  
１．Active    
２．I would rather say active than not active    
３．I would rather say not active rather than active 
４．Not active 
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◆Maintenance of public facilities 
Q14．What type of activities does your NHA conduct? Circle all applicable activities 
from the list below. 
 
◆Living environment 
１．Cleaning             
２．Collecting garbage 
３．Settling disputes (noise issue, etc.)  
４．Fostering the sensible exploitation of natural resources 
◆Culture/friend ship 
５．National and Religious Festivals       ６．Sports events 
７．Cultural activities             ８．Preservation of traditional arts 
９．Assisting weddings, funerals and other events 
◆Living safety 
10．Disaster prevention          11．Fire prevention and fire fighting 
12．Crime prevention          13．Traffic safety classes 
 
14．Bulletin boards           15．Meeting house and children’s activity center 
16．Streets and streetlights        17．Water and sewage pipes 
◆Assisting health and welfare services 
18．Infant and Maternity care         19．Adolescent care 
20．Gender equality            21．Disabled and Aged care 
◆Assisting education 
22．Vocational training for women, adolescent and handicapped 
23．Development of Youth           
24．Assisting school education 
◆Others  
25．Assisting farming or fishing         26．Promoting development of town/village 
27．International exchange in the sphere of NHA  28．Assisting election campaign 
29．Others 
 
 
Q15．Among your answers in Q14, which ones are the most important to NHAs?  
Please choose the top 3 activities. 
 
 
No. 1  No. 2 No. 3  
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Q16．Among your answers in Q14, are there any activities you do in conjunction with 
the following organizations (Ａ～C)? Provide five activities (indicating with 
the numbers in Q14) for each organization. 
 
Groups 
Fill in the number of activities 
No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5 
A．Local governments      
B．Other neighborhood groups in the 
same area 
     
C．Other civic groups in the same area      
Q17．What type of people are involved in the NHA’s activities? Choose the top two or 
three from the followings. 
１．Full-time workers   
２．Part-time workers 
３．Business managers/entrepreneurs   
４．Housewives 
５．Youth 
６．Others〔        〕 
Q18．What methods does your NHA use to communicate with the residents? Choose 
up to five of the followings. 
１．Circular oral notice 
２．Bulletin board 
３．NHA’s website 
４．Phone line 
５．Broadcasting  
６．Email  
７．Local mass media 
８．Others〔           〕 
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Q19．How would you evaluate the level of activity amongst the residents of your 
neighborhood? 
 
Activities 
More than 
80% 
80～60% 60～40% 40～20% 
Less than 
20% 
A．General meeting １ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
B.  Community events 
(wedding, funerals, etc.) 
１ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
Ｃ．Night watch 
(crime/disaster prevention, etc.） 
１ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
D．Disaster training １ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
E．Traffic safety class １ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
F．National/Religious Festivals １ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
G．Sport, recreation activities １ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
H.  Cultural events and festivities １ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
I.  Charity Events １ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
Q20．What type of information does the local government request from NHA?  
１．Information regarding the activities of the NHA 
２．Incoming citizens enquiries  
３．Information regarding the collection of donations and other types of help 
４．Information regarding the NHA’s social protection expenditures   
５．Information regarding insurance fees and state subsidies (pension, 
National health insurance, private insurance, etc.) 
６．Others 〔                   〕 
 
Q21．What do you think is the ideal relationship between the NHA and local 
government in dealing with issues of the neighborhood? 
１．The NHA should undertake tasks as directed by the local government  
２．The NHA should function as a bridge between the local government and 
the residents 
３．The NHA and the local government should cooperate 
４．The NHA should act independently from the local government 
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Q22．To what extent does your NHA influence the local government’s policy 
enforcement? Monitoring refers to regular watching and observation of 
policies. 
１．Monitoring is efficient/the opinion of the NHA is taken into account 
２．Generally speaking monitoring is positive only when the policy is relevant 
to NHA 
３．Monitoring is official and limited by the provision of one side information 
４．To some extent the monitoring function of the NHAs is ignored by the 
Municipal authorities  
Q23．How often does you NHA use the following methods to reflect the NHA’s 
interests and opinions in policies? 
Methods Regularly Sometimes Never 
Ａ．Consult with the representatives of the local 
government 
1 2   3 
Ｂ．Consult with the local politicians and statesmen 1 2 3 
Ｃ．Consult with the influential persons 
(unofficial leaders) 
1 2 3 
Ｄ．Consult with other NHAs  1 2 3 
Ｅ．Promote its position by attending  seminars, 
conferences and other events organized by the 
government 
1 2 3 
Ｆ．Lobby its interests through the representatives in 
the Kengash (committee by the Oliy Majlis – 
Uzbek parliament) 
1 2 3 
Ｇ．Reflect its interests through the effective 
monitoring 
1 2 3 
Q24．How many of the requests of your NHA were implemented by your local 
government? 
１．Almost all 
２．Many  
３．Some  
４．Almost none 
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Q25．Which methods does your NHA use in order to make a request to the local 
government? Circle all the applicable numbers. 
１．Collecting signatures 
２．Phone calls  
３．Email 
４．Demonstration, Parade, Meeting  
５．Appeal through mass media 
６．Personal connections 
７．Others   〔        〕 
Q26．Do you think your NHA can influence local (central) government’s decision 
making?  
１．Yes, it can    
２．I would rather say it can than can not   
３．I would rather say cannot than can 
４．Cannot at all 
 
Q27. With which of the following groups and organizations (including the ones that 
are similar to them) does your NHA collaborate? Circle all the applicable 
numbers.  
 
１．Children’s association 
２．Youth organization 
３．Women’s organization 
４．Religious organizations 
５．Sports association 
６．Law Enforcement Agencies 
７．Uzbek NPOs 
８．Overseas/International NPOs  
９． Local chamber of commerce, etc. 
10．Farmers’ associations 
11．Medical units 
12．Industrial corporations, factories  
13．Trade unions 
14.  Relevant units of the government executive 
bodies 
15．Environmental groups  
16．Disabled persons’ groups 
17．Volunteer groups in welfare and nursing 
18．Mass media 
19．Educational institutions   
20．Cultural organizations  
21．Other organizations 
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Q28．Among the answers in Q27, please identify four organizations with which your 
NHA collaborates the most? 
 
Q29．Among the answers in Q.27, list up to five groups that fit the following 
descriptions（A～D）. 
 
 
 
Relationship with your NHA 
 
 
 
Fill in the numbers of groups 
No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5 
A．NHA provides information      
B．Groups that provide NHA with 
information 
     
C．NHA provides financial assistance       
D．Groups that provide NHA with 
financial assistance 
     
Q30．What do you think about NHA’s collaboration with other civic groups such as 
NPOs? 
１．Collaboration depends on the extent to which it’s financed 
２．Collaboration stems from the aims and tasks envisaged in the Statutes of 
NPOs (reflecting the interests of the NHAs) 
３．Prospect of collaboration with NPOs seems inefficient due to the obscure 
nature of their activity  
Q31．How would you evaluate your joint activity with other NPOs, if there is any? 
１．Existing problems are sorted out during carrying out the work 
２．Usually working methods are agreed upon during the identification of 
purposes and tasks of our joint activity  
３．Joint activity is mutually beneficial 
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Q32．In your NHA, how smoothly are the following activities （Ａ～Ｇ）carried out? 
Circle the applicable number for each activity. 
 
Activities 
Smooth Satisfactory Unsatisfactory 
Ａ．Succession of chairman’s position １ ２ ３ 
Ｂ．Interaction between old and newly-arrived 
residents 
１ ２ ３ 
Ｃ．Interaction between generations １ ２ ３ 
Ｄ ． Member households’ participation in 
public activities of the NHA 
１ ２ ３ 
Ｅ．Financing NHA activities １ ２ ３ 
Ｆ． Providing good conditions for public 
events 
１ ２ ３ 
Ｇ．Interaction with the government in general １ ２ ３ 
Q33．Tell us about your levels of (a) significance and (b) satisfaction regarding local 
government supports to your NHA. Circle the applicable number in the 
following issues.  
 
 
 
Issues 
a. Significance  b. Satisfaction 
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A．Subsidies to NHA １ ２ 3 ４ ５  １ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
B．Provision with the  administrative 
information 
１ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
 
１ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
C．Responses to requests １ ２ 3 ４ ５  １ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
D．Provision with the conditions  to discuss 
and solve local problems 
１ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
 
１ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
E．Support on NHA activities in general １ ２ 3 ４ ５  １ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
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Q34．Tell us about your views on the (a) significance of and (b) your satisfaction with 
local government policies. Circle the applicable number in the following 
issues. 
 
 
 
 
Issues 
a. Significance  b. Satisfaction 
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Ａ．Improvement of the life quality in 
general  
１ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
 
１ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
Ｂ．Revitalization of community and 
cultural activities 
１ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
 
１ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
Ｃ．Ensuring safety １ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
 
１ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
Ｄ．Provision with the condition for the 
public development 
１ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
 
１ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
Ｅ．Improvement of health, welfare, and 
medical services 
１ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
 
１ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
Ｆ．Improvement of school and social 
educations 
１ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
 
１ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
Ｇ．Environment policies １ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
 
１ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
Ｈ．Development of agriculture, forestry, 
fishery 
１ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
 
１ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
Ｉ．Development and assistance of the 
entrepreneurship 
１ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
 
１ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
Ｊ．Urban development １ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
 
１ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
Ｋ．Development of tourism １ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
 
１ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
Ｌ．International experience exchange １ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
 
１ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
Ｍ．Others  １   ２   3   ４  ５ 
 
１ ２ 3 ４ ５ 
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The following questions are for the president of the NHA 
 
Q 35. Your age. 
a) 18-30      b) 31-45      c) 46-60     d) 61-over 
 
Q 36．Your gender. 
１．Male              
２．Female 
 
Q 37.  Your nationality. 
 
Q 38．Your educational background. 
a) Incomplete Secondary     b) Secondary  
c) Secondary Specialized    d) Incomplete Higher   e) Higher 
 
Q 39．Since when have you been in charge of NHA? 
------------ 
Q40． With what type of individuals do you usually interact?  
１．Chairmen of other NHAs 
２．Directors of coops and industry association 
３．Directors of trade unions 
４．Directors of civic groups such as NPO   
５．Senior managers of political parties  
６．With the representatives of Parliament  
７．Senior officials and politicians of local government 
８．Representatives of mass media 
９．Scientists/Experts 
 
Q41. Please fill in the table regarding the NHA’s last year’s sources of income. 
Indicate the approximate amount.  
 
Overall income of 
the NHA 
Government 
subsidies/funds 
Revenues from the 
NHA’s activities 
Other sources 
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Q42. Please provide the information regarding the overall expenditure and expenses 
related to your performance (including those which are not associated to your 
actual functioning). Indicate the approximate amount. 
 
Department (functions) Expenditures Department (functions) Expenditures 
A. General Expenses  F. Measures aimed at providing 
social assistance to the 
vulnerable layers of society 
 
B. Cleaning, collecting garbage of 
the territory of the NHA 
 G. Crime prevention  
C. Festivals and other public 
events  
 H. Disaster Prevention  
D. Sports events, recreation 
activities 
 I. Provision of public services  
E. Cultural-Educational activities 
 (seminars, lectures) 
 J. Others  
 
Q43．Could you define the level of trust of your NHA to the following institutions
（A～F）?  
 
Institutions 
Very 
trustworthy 
I would rather say 
trustworthy than not 
I would rather say 
not trustworthy 
than trustworthy 
Not trustworthy at all 
A. Local government １ ２ ３ ４ 
B. Local politicians １ ２ ３ ４ 
C. National government １ ２ ３ ４ 
D. Parties, politicians １ ２ ３ ４ 
E. Courts １ ２ ３ ４ 
F．Police １ ２ ３ ４ 
G．Mass media １ ２ ３ ４ 
H．Civic groups (public funds, 
associations and other NGOs) 
１ ２ ３ ４ 
 
 
 
This is the end of the survey.               Thank you for your cooperation. 
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